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GENERAL INFORMATION FOR THE TOWN OF STRATHAM
TELEPHONE NUMBERS: (*denotes and emergency number)
Fire Department (to report fire) 911*
Fire House Business Number(not to report f ire) ... .772-9756
*EMS Emergency Number (ambulance) 911*
*Po1 ice Department (emergency number) 911*
Police Department (business number) 778-9691
Town Clerk/Tax Col lector 772-4741
Selectmen's Office/Town Acini nistrator 772-7391
Highway Department 772-5550
Building I nspector/C . E . 772-4741
Wiggin Memorial Library 772-4346
Historical Society . 778-0434
Stratham Memorial School 772-5413
Recreation Comriission (Debra Bailey) 772-8847
TOWN OFFICE HOURS:
Monday through Friday: 8:30 am to 4:00 pm (closed holidays)
LIBRARY HOURS:
Monday 10am-5pm; Tuesday 1pm-8pm; Wednesday 10am-8pm;
Thursday 1pm-5pm; Friday 10am-8pm; Saturday 10am- 1pm.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY HOURS:
Tuesdays 9am- 1 1:30am; Thursdays 2pm-4 pm; 1st Sunday of month 2pm-4pm.
STRATHAM TRANSFER STATION HOURS:
Saturdays only 9am—4pm (Wintei—November -Apri 1 , 1st & 3rd Saturdays.)
MEET I NQS
:
Se 1 ectmen ' s Meet i ngs : Mondays 7 : 30pm ( except 1 ega 1 ho 1 i days
)
Volunteer Fire Department: 1st & 3rd Tuesday 8pm
2nd & 4th Tuesday Training
4th Tuesday - EMS Training
Planning Board: 1st Wednesday of month - Worksession 7:30pm
3rd Wednesday of month - Public Hearing 7:30pm
Board of Adjustment: Upon Request
Code Enforcement Officer/Building Inspector: Monday - Friday 9am- 12 noon,
Fair Ccrrmittee: Last Wed. of month 7:30pm at Fire House.
Trash & Recycling Collection: Thursday, Friday, Saturday, curbside 7am.






Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector















W. DOUGLAS SCAMMAN, SR
.
Doug Scamman came to Stratham as a youngster and spent the
remainder of his years in Stratham. He followed in his father's
footsteps both in occupation and community involvement serving as
Town Auditor, School Board member during the years when the
original SMS was built, Town Moderator, seven term Representative
to the General Court, Speaker of the New Hampshire House of
Representatives, 1957-1958, one of the founders of the Lamprey
Regional where he served as Treasurer, Chairman on the State ASCS
Committee (a State agricultural committee), and a member of the
New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority for 18 years, ten of
those as Chairman. One of his prime concerns was that New Hamp-
shire citizens should be able to own their own homes.
He was a charter member of the Stratham Volunteer Fire
Department. Other organizations include the Winnicutt Grange, The
76ers, The Stratham Hill Park Association, and the Director of
the SPCA.
His love for living often meant he was unselfishly helping
someone else with their needs. Sometimes, and probably more
often than not, this included members of his family. Doug was a
devoted husband, father, and grandfather.
We, the citizens of Stratham, have been indeed blessed to
have had Doug as one of our own. His twinkling eyes and broad
smile while reciting old verses of the past will always be remem-
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Martin Wool Cameron Sewal
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Once again waste disposal and the closing of the landfill
took up most of our time during the Spring and Summer of 1995.
The landfill is now closed and the transfer station has been
updated and running smoothly. The total cost of the closure did
exceed our budget of $90,000 by a small amount due to more re-
quirements of the State. We made up the difference from other
areas of our solid waste budget. We will now have to budget
money for yearly testing but we feel we have a very safe closed
landfill .
Our curbside rubbish and recycling program is working well.
All our condominium developments are now involved in some manner
with the program. We look forward to an increase in the recy-
cling numbers in the months to come. Because of the large number
of stops, we have had to move a portion of the collection routes
to Saturday. We know that this has been a difficult adjustment
for many and we thank those affected for being understanding and
going along with the change. We have asked our contractor to try
to eliminate Saturday collections. To that end, they are build-
ing at their expense a zero contact transfer station at our
highway garage to help save time during the collection routes by
reducing the number of trips to the incinerator in Haverhill, MA.
We hope we will save enough time to move the Saturday collection
back to a weekday. Please look for further details in the Spring
of 1996.
We also worked on our new ballfield at Stratham Hill Park
during this past Summer. After applying for and receiving a
federal matching grant, the new field was started. Because we
found ledge, we had to raise the field about one foot in eleva-
tion. This added expense used up more of our funds than budget-
ed. Consequently, we were not able to complete the fencing for
the field. We are asking for funds this year to finish the new
field and replace the fence at the present Little League field.
The Park Association will be contributing towards this effort.
The addition of the new field will help overcome the shortage of
ballfields that we have had for many years.
Our other major construction project was at the firehouse.
Last Town Meeting approved $14,000 to rebuild the septic system
and repave the parking lot. In the process of permitting the
septic system design with the State, the floor drains in the
firehouse became an issue requiring attention which was also
accomplished. Because of the installation of a new emergency
generator by the Stratham Volunteer Fire Department Association,
a small addition was needed to be built to house the generator.
To continue and finish the upgrade of the firehouse, we are
asking for some funds this year in the Capital Improvements
Program to replace the heating system with a more efficient one
as well as replace the windows, upgrade the well with a submersi-
ble pump and some rewiring. With these projects accomplished,
the firehouse should be much more cost efficient to operate and
in good shape for some time.
In our continuing efforts to conserve land and protect
important parcels, the Conservation Commission has acquired the
remaining portion of the White Cedar swamp which adjoins the
Gifford Farm. This brings us to the water issue. As most of you
know, Hampton Water Works Company has found water in Stratham and
is proposing to pump it to its customers in Hampton, North Hamp-
ton, and Rye. The Selectmen, feeling that the Town of Stratham
has worked hard to preserve and protect our water supply for our
use, found it inappropriate for this private company to benefit
from its removal from the Town. Therefore, we have opposed the
petition of Hampton Water Works to the Public Utilities Commis-
sion to be allowed to take the water. The State claims it is the
trustee of the water for the benefit of all the citizens of the
State. At the time of this report, we are in State ordered
mediation with the water company to resolve our differences and
to satisfy our objections and concerns.
With the help of the Rockingham Planning Commission, the
Planning Board has undertaken an update of the Town's Master
Plan. A committee of 15 residents has been assembled and have
been working hard at reviewing and updating the chapters of the
Master Plan. The Town has also asked the Office of State Plan-
ning to organize and conduct a Community Stewardship Program.
The Stewardship Program is designed to get broad community input
about issues and preferences facing Stratham. This program also
has a steering committee which will bring their findings and
recommendations to the Master Plan Review Committee for their
consideration for inclusion in their report to the Planning
Board
.
Although the new plow truck which was approved at last Town
Meeting was not delivered until mid-January of 1996, the Town's
equipment has performed very well during the snowy month of
December. The new truck was quickly put into service and now
gives us a relatively up-to-date compliment of vehicles.
Protecting our natural resources such as water and holding
on to our rural character by encouraging reasonable commercial
development has its costs. As you can see, our legal expenses
have gone up dramatically. The Selectmen feel these are justi-
fied in keeping with the goals of the Master Plan and our complex
but comprehensive Zoning Ordinance. As the School Board works on
dealing with the growth of the school population, the Town seems
to be holding its own as far as operating costs are concerned.
As our road network increases this year, we will be asking to add
a person in the Highway Department. It is hoped that this person
will double as a mechanic to cut some of our maintenance ex-
penses .
Overall, it has been a busy and productive year and we look
forward to serving you in the coming year. Please feel free to
call with any concerns you might have as we will try to deal with
them as best as we can. We thank you for all your support.
Stratham Board of Selectmen
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M I NUTES OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH 14, 1995
The following ballot clerks were sworn in at 8:47 a.m. by the Town Clerk:
Elaine Alexander, Patricia Sapienza, Stella Scanman, and Marice Alexander.
Dwight Crow was sworn in at 1 p.m. and replaced Stella Scanman until the close
of the polls at 8 p.m. The ballots counted prior to the opening of the polls
were School 1659 and Town 1790. Moderator, Stephen J. C. Woods opened the
polls at 9 a.m. with the reading of the warrant. Number of voters on the check
list was 3642, the number of people voting in the election was 879.
Timothy Mason, Deborah Bailey, Christopher Rowe, Paul Anthony, Irving
Tober, Deborah Woods, John Sapienza, Michael Daley, Kenneth Lanzillo, Lucy
Smith, Kevin Rowe, James Scanman, William Petroski, and Paul Deschaine were
sworn in as assistant moderators for the purpose of counting ballots at 8:09
p.m.
The following are the results of the balloting. An "*" denotes the candi-
date elected.
Selectman for Three Years: Martin Wool 702*
Trustee of the Trust Funds for Three Years: Kathryn Bickford *
Trustee of the Library for Three Years (vote for two): William F. Clapp 585*,
Carol G. Landau 668*
Cemetery Committee: George R. Brown 768*
Article 2. Yes 364 No 506*
Article 3. Yes 547* No 253
Article 4. Yes 585* No 196
Article 5. Yes 500* No 314
Article 6. Yes 627* No 208
Article 7. Yes 624* No 176
Article 8. Yes 573* No 199
Article 9. Yes 690* No 124
March 17, 1995
Continuation of the March 14, 1995 Town Meeting. The Moderator opened the
meeting at 7:30 p.m. with the reading of the warrant. Stratham Boy Scout Troop
#185 presented the colours and led the salute to the flag. The moderator then
read the dedication of the Town report to James F. Hayden and thank you to
Ralph S. Walker Jr. (Stan) for his years of service to the Town of Stratham.
The Moderator then made a recommendation that Article 14 be taken under consid-
eration after Article 10 as the polls would we open for one hour and it would
allow the meeting to continue during the voting. Motion made for special order
of Articles by James Scanman and seconded by Elizabeth Gobin. Vote in the
Affirmative.
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Article 10. Budget - $1,938,818.00
Martin Wool made motion to move. Seconded by John Sapienza. Mr. Wool ex-
plained salaries and formula used in arriving at the increases. He stated that
many of our police officers had left after the town had sent them to police
standards and training and they become certified because of the low salary we
are offering them compared to other towns. Police Budget also increased be-
cause of the car lease being added to their budget rather than a special war-
rant article. Average increase is 6.3% Budget in cemetery was increased in
order to allow for more surveying to be done. Fire Department is up, one item
to be purchased is a new Defibrillator for the EMS. Highway Department has
had to put a new engine in a truck and they have added a new line item, guard
rails. Also insurance is down because of no new injuries but health insurance
took a slight increase. The moderator then called for questions from the
floor. A gentlemen asked why we do not have the policemen sign contracts after
they complete the training. Selectman Sapienza explained the problems with
hiring new officers and their being unfamiliar with the area and that our
seasoned officers needed the increase in salary to give the community the very
best coverage whether it be for a domestic or a break- in or whatever the situa-
tion. John Hutton asked for information pertaining to the additional highway
person. He asked if this person would only be hired for the summer and then
let go in the winter if he was not needed. Mr. Wool stated that he would.
Tony Codding asked if there was any documentation that the mosquito program
does any good. Mr. Wool explained that before the program one could not go
outside in the summer evenings at all, now with the program it is tolerable.
Motion was moved and the budget was passed by an unanimous vote.
Article 14. Election of Planning Board Members.
Motion moved by Patricia El we 11 and seconded by Mark Zalagens. Ms. El we 11
spoke in length as to the reasons for the petition and asked that the meeting
vote in favor of the article. Mr. Anthony Codding spoke in favor of the arti-
cle, he also cited the present board for unfair practices at their meetings and
criticized the minutes of the meeting in respect to their lack of registering
the many complaints from the abutters. Mr. John Polzella reminded the meeting
that he was from the 60 's era and was not afraid to protest to get his way on
any matter. Barbara Mann spoke against the article. Lucy Smith also spoke
against the article in retrospect to the days when she also was protesting the
planning board decisions and then became a member of the board consequently
realizing their are some things that cannot be done. Ms Smith asked that the
meeting not make the Planning Board members politicians. Michael Elwell an-
nouncing that he represents many communities as an attorney in zoning matters
and felt that the Planning Board, if elected, would be more accountable to the
people. Christopher Rowe made motion to table the article, James Scamman
seconded the motion. The moderator ruled the motion out of order. Atty.
Gordon Snyder spoke against the article. Mr. James Stuart, former member of
the Board of Adjustment spoke against the article siting the many changes the
Planning Board has made over the years to make Stratham a desirable place to
live. Karen Abrami spoke in favor of the article. Graeme Mann and John Muller
spoke against the article. Joseph Derwiecki, Chairman of the Planning Board,
spoke against the article and cited the many times the Planning Board had
rejected plans because they did not meet the subdivision regulations. The
Moderator opened the polls at 9:10 p.m. The polls closed at 10:10 p.m. The
moderator selected several people for the counting of the ballots. Assistant
moderator, Jerry Howard presided over the meeting. Results of the vote were
Yes 100, No 127. Article defeated.
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Article 11. CIP
John Sapienza moved the motion and William Petroski seconded. John Sa-
pienza explained the various requests under the CIP. Joyce Rowe explained the
functions of the Atlantic TurnKey Town Clerk computer program. There were many
questions regarding the Chipper for $24,000.00. John A. Hutton, I I I raised
questions on the safety issue of the machine. He entered the following amend-
ment: That the CIP be reduced by $24,000.00 to exclude the chipper. The new
figure to be $205,000.00. Lucy Smith seconded the motion. Mr. Sapienza
explained the cost to have a private company to do the work. The Fire Chief
also had concerns about the material being stockpiled at the transfer station.
Vote on the amendment in the negative. Vote on the motion in the affirmative.
Article 12. Lamprey Regional Cooperative Agreement
Martin Wool made the motion and it was seconded by John Sapienza. Vote in
the negative.
Article 13. Septic system at Fire Station.
Motion moved by Robert Cushman, Acting Fire Chief and seconded by William
Petroski. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 15. Property at 7 Stratham Heights Road
John Sapienza moved the motion. Seconded by Martin Wool. Vote in the
affirmative.
Article 16. ^% Discount on Taxes
William Petroski moved the motion and John Sapienza seconded. Vote in the
affirmative.
Article 17. Any Other Business.
Garrett Do Ian thanked the Selectmen for the recognition given to the Eagle
Scouts. Martin Wool announced that the recycling bins are available at the
Town Office if anyone wishes a second bin the cost is $10.00. He also thanked
Stan Walker for his years of service as Fire Chief and Building Inspector.
Stan received a standing ovation from the meeting. He then thanked all the
volunteers for their support over the years. Mr. Wool spoke of the quality of
the debate on Article 14. Mr. Sapienza congratulated Mr. Wool on his reelection
and spoke of his first year as a Selectmen and Mr. Wool being the guarding
force. The Rubbish issue was discussed and the fact that the contract was
written on 1500 stops and now the company discovers that there are over 1700
pickups, therefore, a third rubbish day may need to be added, maybe a Saturday.





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
Tc the inhabitants of the Town of Stratham in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stratham Municipal
Center on Tuesday, on the twelfth day of March 1996, next at
eight of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following
subjects
:
ART I CLE 1
:
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensu i ng
.
Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendments
proposed by the Stratham Planning Board for the Town of Stratham
Zoning Ordinance which would read as follows:
ART l CLE 2 (Clarification of several residences on a farm)
A. SECTION I I DEF
I
NITIONS 2.1.6 Agriculture, Farm, farming:
(fourth line) after the word "employees" add the following
1 anguage , "whose residency and occupancy on the property is
solely related to the operation of the agricultural and
farming operations."
The Planning Board recommends this article.
ART I CLE 3 (Lessen and Change reporting dates within Section
XIV Growth Management and Innovative Land Use
Control s)
a. Section 14.5.1--to replace the date "February 15" with the
date "May 15",
b. Section 14.5.2--to replace the words "July 20 and January 20
(of the next year)" with the words "May 15 and November 15".
The Planning Board recommends this article.
ARTICLE 4: (References to Routes 101, 108 and 33)
a. All sections of roadway formerly Route 51 and presently num-
bered Route 101 would be referenced as "Routed 101",
b. All sections of roadway from newly numbered Route 101 to the
Stratham traffic circle at the intersection of Route 108
would be referenced as "Route 108:, and
c. All sections of roadway from the Stratham traffic circle at
the intersection of former Route 101 east to the Greenland
town line would be referenced as "Route 33.".
The Planning Board recommends this article.
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ART I CLE 5
:
(Open Space Setbacks)
a. To add in SECTION II: DEFINITIONS, in appropriate alphabeti-
cal order, the following definition: "Open Space Setback:
The distance extending across the full width of a lot be-
tween the front, side and rear lot lines and the nearest
point of the nearest part of any constructed or erected
improvement, such as gravel, pavement and other man- made
improvements, but exclusive of drainage structures, septic
systems, access drives and walkways. Exclusive of access
drives and walkways, the distance between the property line
and improvement shall be open to the air and in accordance
with 2.1.39, Open Space, of this ordinance."
b. To renumber accordingly; and
c. To add to SECTION IV: DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS Section 4.2
TABLE OF DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS the following columns:
"Front Side and Rear




Mobi 1 e Home






35 'minimum/ 50 'average
35 'min i mum/ 50 ' average
35 'minimum/ 50 ' average








25 'minimum"I ndustr ial
The Planning Board recommends this article.
ARTICLE 6: (Two buildings on One Lot)
a. To add a new subsection in SECTION IV: DIMENSIONAL REQUIRE-
MENTS, as fol lows:
"4.1.3 More than one building may be allowed on a lot in the
General Commercial, Town Center, Industrial and
Office/Research Park districts provided that there is a
minimum distance of sixty (60) feet, separating each of the
bu i 1 dings .
"
The Planning Board recommends this article.
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ART I CLE 7 : (Changes to Sign Ordinance relating to sign
i 1 1 uminat ion)
a. Section 7.2.3 (e) (third line) place a "." after the word
"uses" and delete the remainder of the sentence.
The Planning Board recommends this article.
ART I CLE 8
:
(Limitations on Outside storage)




Storage of materials used in conjunction with a permitted
use within any district shall be permitted. However all
goods and materials must be stored in accordance with the
minimum yard dimensions specified in 4.2 Table of
Dimensional Requirements."
The Planning Board recommends this article.
ART I CLE 9 (Adoption of a Biosolids Ordinance)
a. To create a new SECTION XIV SEWAGE SLUDGE AND RESIDENTIAL
SEPTAGE APPLICATION which would read as follows:
SECTION XIV
SEWAGE SLUDGE AND RESIDENTIAL SEPTAGE APPLICATION
14.1 Purpose and I ntent
The purpose of this Section is to promote and insure the
public health and safety of the citizens of the Town of Stratham
by imposing additional requirements for the land application and
surface disposal of sewage sludge and residential septage as well
as requirements which are more stringent than the requirements
set forth in 40 CFR 503.1 et seq. See 40 CFR 503.5(b). Further-
more, it is the intent of this section to promote the continued
use and viability of agricultural farm land and protect aquifer
areas and their recharge areas while simultaneously promoting the
economic and responsible management, handling and disposal of
biosolids and residential septage via land applications. If at
any time the Federal Government and or the State of New Hamp-
shire, adopts more stringent requirements than the corresponding
requirements of this Ordinance, the more stringent requirements
shal 1 control
.
14.2 Def i n i t ions
The words and terms of this Section shall be defined as set
forth in the 1994 edition of 40 CFR 503.1 et seq. The following
additional terms shall be incorporated into this ordinance:
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14.2.1 Class B: refers to a specific classification and level
of pathogen reduction in sewage sludge and residential
septage.
14.2.2 Land Add! icat ion : means the application of septage or
sludge directly to the ground surface, whether or not
the material is incorporated into the surface soil.
14.2.3 Owner : means the owner of land which septage and/or
sludge is placed.
14.2.4 Pr ior i ty Po 1 1 utant Scan ; means an analysis performed in
accordance with test method 8240 of "Test Methods for
Evaluating Solid Waste", Volume IB, Laboratory Manual,




ing : means the placement of sludge on land for
storage prior to land application.
14.3 Uses
14.3.1 Prohibited
The use and disposal of sewage sludge and residential sept-
age, including, but not limited to, the stockpiling, treat-
ment, and land application of sewage sludge, biosolids
and/or septage is hereby prohibited in Aquifer/Water Supply
Districts within the Town of Stratham, except as otherwise
noted in this ordinance.
14.3.2 Exemptions
The following operations or activities shall be exempt from
this Section:
a. the hauling and/or transportation of sewage sludge and
residential septage over municipal roads;
b. the use of composted materials for residential lawn and
garden applications. For the purpose of this ordinance
sewage sludge, residential septage and/or "biosolids"
shall not be used for residential lawn and garden
appl icat ions
.
c. Municipal septage lagoons, as permitted under RSA 485-A
14.3.3 Allowed Uses
Within all other zoned districts except those listed in
section 14.3.1 above, Class B sewage sludge and residential
septage may be stored, stockpiled, treated, applied and/or
transported to a specific site. This permitted use is
subject to site plan review and meeting the requirements
which are set forth in this Section, as well as any and all
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State and Federal standards or requirements, including the
applicable requirements of 40 CFR 503.1 et seq.
in order to safeguard against adverse water quality and
public health effects, all sludge and residential septage
transported into, stockpiled within, or land applied must
meet the Class B pathogen requirements of 40 CFR 503.32(a)
and the vector control requirements of 40 CFR 503.33(a)(1)
before it is transported into the Town of Stratham.
14.3.4 Uses by Conditional Permit
Within permitted zoned districts Class B sewage sludge and
residential septage may be stored, stockpiled, treated,
applied and transported to a specific site, which was for-
merly used or is presently being operated for the excavation
of gravel, as permitted under RSA 1 55 : E . The application
shall be completed in accordance with the Best Management
Practices, dated June 1995, as written by the University of
New Hampshire Cooperative Extension. Said uses shall be
subject to a conditional use permit and site plan approval
from the Town of Stratham Planning Board.
14.4 Appl ication. Not i f i cat ion and Reporting Requ i rements
In addition to complying with all record keeping and report-
ing requirements imposed by the State and Federal Government, any
person planning to transport to, stockpile on, treat, or land
apply sewage sludge or residential septage shall submit all of
the following information to the Planning Board for Site Plan
Rev i ew
.
The applicant shall receive Planning Board approval, with
any conditions as the Planning Board deems necessary, and shall
at a minimum, wait until the appeal period has lapsed prior to
the receipt of the sewage sludge and/or residential septage. The
following information shall be supplemental information required
in conjunction with the Site Plan Review requirements for Plan-
ning Board review of proposed use, transport, stockpiling and/or
land application of sewage sludge and/or residential septage:
14.4.1 Site Plan Requirements:
A site plan which illustrates the following with respect to
any area in which s 1 udge/septage is to be stockpiled, treat-
ed or applied to land:
a. A plan prepared at a scale not to exceed the scale of
1"=100', with 2' topographic contours and all relative
property boundaries;
b. A plan, prepared at a scale not to exceed the scale of
1"=100' which includes Order One Soil Survey informa-
tion for the land application area and for the areas
within 100' of the land application area;
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c. The location and size of the stockpiling area(s);
d
.
The location, limits, and acreage of the land applica-
tion area;
e. The quantities of sewage sludge to be land applied
and/or stockpiled and a stormwater management plan for
the stockpile area. Stockpiles are not to be located
less than 500' from a property boundary/ 1 i ne
;
f. All areas of hydric soils, streams and open bodies of
water within 100 feet of the stockpiling, treatment and
land application area(s);
g. All adjacent wells, including the wells of all abut-
ters, within 300 feet of the stockpiling, treatment and
land application area(s);
h. All roads within the Town of Stratham to be used for
the transport of septage/sewage sludge, the frequency
of use of these roads and the maximum quantities to be
hauled on a daily/weekly/monthly basis;
An on-the-ground delineation of the application area.
2 Written Reports for Site Plan Review Application
The name, address, telephone number, and NPDES permit
number of the Sludge Generating Facility;
The name, address, telephone number and NPDES permit
number of any and all Sewage Sludge Treatment Facili-
ties, if different from the Generating Facility;
The name, address, telephone number, date of birth and
license number of the Sewage Sludge and/or Septage
Hau 1 er
;
The name, address, date of birth and telephone number
of the land owner;
The name, address, date of birth, mailing address,
business and telephone number of the person stockpiling
and applying the sewage sludge and/or residential
septage to the land;
f. The name, address, date of birth and telephone number
of the app 1 i cant
;
g. Laboratory Reports of all test results in accordance
with the Best Management Practices as written by the
University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension;









i. The planned stockpiling time period (s), the location
of said stockpiles and the management measures proposed
to minimize stormwater run-off and odor.
j. A narrative description of the treatment method used to
meet Class B Sewage Sludge and/or Residential Septage
requ i rements
;
k. The total surface area of the planned application;
1. The total sludge volume to be applied;
m. Previous land application data, including the cumula-
tive site loading to date, and the site loading from
the previous 2 years;
n. The number of land applications that can be performed
without exceeding the cumulative pollutant loading rate
set forth in Table Two (2) of 40 CFR 503.13;
o. A description of the intended capacity and life of the
site and whether septage, sludge or both will be ap-
plied;
p. A certification prepared by a licensed soil scientist,
that the soil limits shall not exceed standards as
stated in the Best Management Practices as written by
the University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension
as appl icab 1 e
;
q. Written permission and/or executed contracts that any
owner of land in a res ident ial ly- zoned district con-
sents to the stockpiling and/or application of sewage
sludge and/or residential septage to their land by the
app 1 icant
.
r. A list of all local and state permits or approvals
which are required and whether the permits/approvals
have been obtained or are pending.
s. A history of the site use covering 20 years immediately
prior to submission of the application;
t. Site or facility design plans and specifications in
accordance with Part Env-Ws 806.
u. Operating plans in accordance with Part Env-Ws 806;
v. Whether the applicant or any person participating in
the septage/s 1 udge generation or application process
has been convicted on a criminal misdemeanor charge
under any statute implemented by the State of New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services within
five years prior to the date of application or on a
criminal felony charge under any statute implemented
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by the Department of Environmental Services within ten
years prior to the date of application; and
w. If the above information raises questions relative to
the adequacy of protection of the environment and
public health or safety, such other information as the
Planning Board determines necessary to assure compli-
ance with these rules and to protect the public health
and safety of the environment.
x. If the applicant is not the owner, the application
shall be accompanied by a written statement signed by
the owner that the owner is aware that the application
is being filed and has given permission to the appli-
cant to file the application and to enter upon the land
for the purposes of site investigation and construction
and operation of the septage/s ludge disposal site in
the event that the Town of Stratham issues the permit.
y. Each application shall be submitted in quadruplicate
and shall be accompanied by a fee, the amount to be set
by the Board and included in the Site Plan Review
Regulations
.
14.4.3 Site Plan Review Approval Conditions
At a minimum the following conditions shall be imposed under
the Planning Board's Site Plan Review process:
a. Written Approval. No applicant shall take delivery of
any sewage sludge and/or residential septage until such
time as the Planning Board, or their duly authorized
representative has provided the applicant with approval
in writing. Such approval shall not be automatically
given by the Board, but rather shall only be given once
the Board has been fully satisfied that the applicant
has met and will continue to meet the reporting re-
quirements of this section, and has demonstrated to the
Board that the proposed application will not present a
threat to the health or public safety risk to the
applicant, the property owner, the abutters of the land
receiving sewage sludge and/or residential septage and
any parcels which will be subject to or adjacent to
1 and appl icat ion
.
b. Stockpiling. The stockpiling of all Class B sewage
sludge and/or residential septage shall be done in
conformance with all State and Federal requirements,
including the requirements of 40 CFR 503.1 et seq and
Best Management Practices for Biosolids, except as
noted below. In addition, Class B sewage sludge and/or
residential septage may only be stockpiled on site if
it is properly secured to limit airborne dispersal of
sludge and/or residential septage from the pile, storm
water transportation of the sludge and/or residential
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septage and infiltration of leachate from the sewage
sludge and/or residential septage into the ground
water. Sewage sludge and/or residential septage shall
not be stockpiled for more than ninety (90) days from
the first date of receipt. Storage of the sewage
sludge and/or residential septage shall comply with the
Best Management Practices. No stockpiling shall occur
within 500 feet from any property line and 300 feet
from on-site dwellings and private water supplies.
c. Minimum Level of Materials. Any and all sewage sludge
and/or residential septage must arrive on site in a
Class B condition. No treatment will be permitted on
the site, except for that treatment which has been pre-
approved by the Planning Board or their duly authorized
representative.
d. Best Management Practices. The land application of all
sewage sludge and/or residential septage shall be done
in accordance with the general requirements and manage-
ment practices set forth in 40 CFR 503.12 and 503.14
respectively and the Best Management Practices for
Biosolids. In addition to meeting State and Federal
Vector Attraction Reduction Requirements (VARRS),
including those set forth in 40 CFR 503.33, (including
at least one of the VARRS in Section 503.33(b)(1)
through 503.33 (b)(8) which must have been conducted at
the generation site), all sewage sludge applied to the
land must be incorporated into the soil within twenty-
four hours of application, unless a specific exemption
has been granted by the Planning Board.
e. Testing. All testing shall be conducted in accordance
with the Best Management Practices, State requirements
40 CFR 503.1 et seq. and local requirements (Including
the total recoverable analysis of the metals listed in
Table 3, Section 503.13). These test results shall be
completed by a certified laboratory and submitted to
the Board of Selectmen with a certification from the
applicant that the applications have not exceeded the
above noted standards. Test results shall be submitted
on a per load basis and before the applicant takes
delivery of any sewage sludge in the Town of Stratham.
These tests shall be conducted for each and every
generation site and any and all testing costs shall be
borne by the applicant.
f. Record Keeping.
1. Every hauler permit holder shall maintain records
of each load of septage hauled, including identi-
fication of the date hauled, the name and address
of the client, the source of the septage hauled,
and the disposal site or wastewater treatment
facility at which the load was discharged.
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2. Every septage/s 1 udge disposal site permit holder
shall maintain records of each load of septage or
sludge received at the site, including identifica-
tion of:
a. The date received;
b. The hauler delivering the load;
c. The source of the material;
d. The volume received;and
e. The town municipality (ies) from which the
material originates.
3. Every person who land applies or stockpiles sludge
shall maintain record of each load of sludge
received at each site, including identification
of:
a. The date received;
b. The hauler delivering the load;
c. The source of the material;
d. The sludge quality certification number, if
app 1 i cab 1 e
;
e. The volume received;
f. The municipality (ies) from which the materi-
al originates.
4. Records shall be maintained by the permit holder
or the person undertaking the activity, as ap-
plicable, and shall be provided to the local
municipality for review on an on-going basis.
5. Records shall be maintained for a minimum of three
years. Prior to disposing of any records, the
permit holder or the person undertaking the activ-
ity, as applicable, shall submit a written request
to the Board of Selectmen for permission to dis-
pose of the records. If the Boards determine that
no enforcement actions are pending on contemplated
for which the records are or would be necessary,
the Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board
shall authorize the applicant to dispose of the
records
.
Site and Management Plan Requirements.
Each operating plan for a land application site shall
include the following:
1. Normal hours of operation of the site;
2. Proposed route(s) of access to the site;
3. Method of application and incorporation;
4. Storage or stockpiling provisions;
5. Anticipated source of material and anticipated
service area;
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6. Quantity of material expected on a periodic basis,
such as daily, weekly or monthly, and quantity of
material expected over the entire life expectancy
of the site, if applicable;
7. The type of treatment required by 40 CFR 503
before application;
8. Record keeping procedures;
9. Measures to be taken to control vectors;
10. A detailed odor control plan explaining the type
of odors what will be generated by the activity
and the procedures that will be used to address
and resolve any odor complaints;
11. Procedures for monitoring soil ph by UNH Analyti-
cal Services or by a method which produces results
comparable to UNH Analytical Service's results and
analysis of the sludge by a laboratory certified
by the New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services or other appropriate agency, to analyze
wastewater for VOCs and metals;
12. If to be applied to an agricultural field, the
applicant shall provide the following: a list of
crops to be grown; the agronomic uptake rate
calculations prepared in accordance with Best
Management Practices (BMPs), the disposition of
crops grown and the annual nitrogen loading and
annual and lifetime heavy metals loading calcula-
tions; and any other specific management practices
designed to ensure compliance with this ordinance.
h. Minimum Operating Standards for Land Application.
1. The operation of all facilities which septage
and/or sludge through land application shall
comply with federal regulations as specified in 40
CFR 503, in accordance with an operating plan per
Env-Ws 806.02 and in accordance with the require-
ments specified in this ordinance.
2. No spreading shall be done on frozen or snow
covered ground or when the ground is wet due to
precipitation or flooding.
3. No spreading shall be done on land which has a
slope greater than 8 percent, that is, an 8 foot
rise in 100 feet.
4. No spreading shall be done on any hydric soils as




year f lood plain.
not be permitted on the 100-
6. No person shall land apply septage or
sludge in the following areas :
a. Within 500 feet of any off-site dwelling,
off-site well or any surface drinking water
supply;
b. Within 300 feet of any on-site dwelling or
on-s i te wel 1
;
c. Within 100 feet of any public road or proper-
ty boundaryjor
d. In areas where stockpiling of manure of
keeping of farm animals is prohibited.
e. No sewage sludge or residential septage shall
be placed within 150 feet of streams, tribu-
taries, ponds lakes, seeps or wetland areas.
7. Sludge shall be incorporated into the soil within
24 hours of spreading unless an exemption is
granted by the Planning Board under 14.4.3.d of
this section.
i. Sludge Management Requirements.
1. Transportation.
a. Any person transporting sludge shall ensure
that all vehicles are covered so as to not
create odors or a public health hazard.
b. Sludge being transported to a land applica-
tion or stockpiling site shall meet Class B





a. No person shall stockpile sludge which has
not met Class B pathogen reduction require-
ments .
b. No person shall stockpile sludge at a land
application site for longer than ninety (90)
days
.
c. Any person stockpiling sludge for longer than
7 days shall cover the stockpile with an odor
control material, such as lime, wood ash or
cement kiln dust, to minimize odors.
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d. Sludge shall be stockpiled as far as possible
from any dwelling or well, but in no case
closer than 500 feet.
3. Sludge Quality Certification.
a. Prior to stockpiling or land application of
any sludge, the person proposing to undertake
the activity shall obtain a s"!udge quality
certification as specified in this section.
b. To apply for a sludge quality certification,
the person shall submit the following to the
appropriate State or Federal Agency as ap-
p 1 i cab 1 e
:
1. Name and address of the treatment facil-
ity which has generated -or will generate
the s 1 udge ;
2. Name, title, and telephone number of the
person who is responsible for the opera-
tion of the treatment facility:
3. Description of all wastewater contribu-
tors and the chemical constituents cf
their wastewater;
4. The volume of sludge generated monthly
by the treatment facility for the last
two years
;
5. The discharge monitoring reports from
the treatment facility for the last two
years
;
5. A description of the process to achieve
Class A and B pathogen reduction r e -
qu i rements
;
7. A priority pollutant scan of the sludge
from the treatment facility taken withir
the last six months;
An analysis c r at least three represen-
tative samples of sludge from the treat-
ment facility, taken at least 30 days
apart within the last 5 months £ zr the
f o 1 1 owing :
a. Arsenic, measured as mg/kg;
b. Cadmium, measured as 25mg/kg;
c. Chromium, measured as mg/kg;
d. Copper, measured as mg/kg;
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g. Lead, measured as mg/kg;
h. Mercury, measured as mg/kg;
i. Mol ybdenum, measured as mg/kg;
j. Nickel, measured as mg/kg;
k. percent ammonia nitrogen;
1. Percent nitrate-nitrite;
m. Percent total kjeldahl nitrogen;
n. Percent organic nitrogen;
o. Selenium, measured as mg/kg; and
p. Zinc, measured as mg/kg.
9. Each application shall be submitted in
compliance with applicable State and
Federal regulations.
j. Testing.
The Town of Stratham reserves the right to require
security in accordance with RSA 674:44 to insure the
proper management and application of septage and
sludge. In the event that the Planning Board and/or
the Board of Selectmen question the accuracy and au-
thenticity of the materials being stockpiled and/or
applied, they shall have the authority to have an
independent consultant review any or all aspects of the
septage and/or sludge operation at the owner's sole
expense." and
b. to renumber subsequent sections accordingly.
The Planning Board recommends this article.
ART 1CLE 9: (Special Promotions/Sales)
a) Section 3.6, add new section F.13 and Q. 10, which shall
read as fol lows
:
"R/A MAH PRE TC GCM ORP I ND
Special Promotional Sales X X X P P X X"; and
and displays (FN 5)
b) to add footnote #5 which shall read "Special promotional
sales and displays shall be allowed by permit only and shall
be limited per business to eight (8) days annually, with
each promotional period not to exceed four (4) consecutive
days in length. Such a permit shall be issued by the Code
Enforcement Officer. The setback requirements shall comply
with SECTION IV. DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS, of this Ordi-
nance . "
The Planning Board recommends this article.
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M a z ;r,e^a~e-.: Suomitted b \ Petition!
Are you in favor of the adoption of the following a.rr, e - z~e"z
proposed by jarr.es A. Bond anc twenty five registered voters cf
t~e "owr of Stratr. am " z " the "own of Si-at^a- Zoning Drdinance
which would r ea: as follows:
"Are you in favor of a m e
n
z - n g the zoning describing the
Professional /Residential district in Stratham to include the
proper:., z^ E~e r"'; .a r e, ^ac 10. Lot 4, located or the east s'ce
of Emery »ar,e *'Z" frontage or cctr Emery _ane ana Portsmouth
Avenue? "ne property - s current •> zoned agricultural."
The Planning Eca r : recommends this article.
xxxxxxxxxxxx*x*xxx****xxx*xxx***xx****xxxxx^
THE FOLLOWING AP T C_ES yV : Ll BE VOTED ON PR; DAY, MARCH "5. 1936
AT 7:3C P.M. AT THE STRATHAM MUNICIPAL CENTER,
10 BUNKER HILL AVENUE.
****xxxxx*x:*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxxxx**xxxxxxxx****:kxxxxxxx
A p ~
; Z-z ' 1 : ~c raise such sums of money as may ce necessary to
aefray general town cnarges for the ensuing year and make appno-
priations for the same.
The Boand of Selectmen r ecommenas this article.
-
-
~ Z-l ' 2 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise anc appropri-
ate the sum of One Hunarec Twenty Pive Thousand Dorians and no
cents ($125,000.00) to implement the Capital Improvements Prog^a-
for 1996 as presentee in the Town Pecort and approved by the
Planning Boanc. This is a special warrant article which will ce
non-lapsing until the specific items are completed or obtained
but shall i ri or case ce later tnan f ive (5) years from this
appnopn i at ion pen RSA 32:7 (VI).
The Boara of Selectmen necommends this article.
ART I CLE 1 3
:
To see i £ the Town will vote to find it expedient
to acquire or establish a municipal wate r system unden the au-
thority given in RSA 38 and to authorize the Selectmen to effec-
tuate same. A two thirds (2/3) ballot vote is required.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this article.
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ART I CLE 14
:
By petition of Patricia L. Elwell and twenty seven
(27) others: To see if the Town will vote to designate Stratham
Heights Road, River Road, and Union Road as scenic roads; and
thereby to prohibit the cutting, damage or removal of trees, and
the tearing down or destruction of stone walls, by the State, the
Town or a utility, without prior permission either by the Stra-
tham Planning Board after a public hearing or by the landowner,
except in an emergency which poses an imminent threat to safety,
property or the restoration of utility service, as set forth in
RSA 231 : 157, : 158.
ART ! CLE 1 5 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of Seven Thousand Dollars and no cents ($7,000.00)
for the purpose of purchasing a vote tabulation system. This is
a special warrant article which will be non-lapsing until this
purpose is accomplished but shall in no case be later than two
(2) years for this appropriation per RSA 32:7 (VI).
The Board of Selectmen recommends this article.
ART ! CLE 1 6 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Stratham Fair to reconstruct and enlarge Food Stand Number 2 at
Stratham Hill Park, to approximately 38' x 30' in size and in the
same general location as is current, at no cost to the Town.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this article.
ART I CLE 1 7 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of Two Hundred Dollars and no cents ($200.00) to
support the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program (R.S.V.P.), a
non-profit organization sponsored by the Portsmouth Housing
Author i ty
.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this article.
ART 1 CLE 1 8 To see if the Town will vote to authorize indefi-
nitely, until specific recision of such authority by an Annual
Town Meeting, the Board of Selectmen to accept such trusts as
authorized under RSA 31:19 without further action by the Town.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this article.
ART I CLE 1 9
:
To see if the Town will vote to allow a One Per-
cent (1%) discount on such property taxes as are paid in full
within Fifteen (15) days from the day the tax warrant is commit-
ted to the Tax Collector, the date to be printed on the tax bill




To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twelfth day of February
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety six.
Selectmen of Stratham, NH
Martin Wool _N
Wi 1 1 iam Petrosk i














PLANNING AND ZONING $54







HIGHWAYS & STREETS $403
STREET LIGHTING $5




































BOARD OF SELECTMEN BUDGET COMMITTEE
MARTIN WOOL KATHRYN BICKFORD
WILLIAM PETROSKI VICTOR COLL I N I NO

















































































































































































































































































































































































$139,746 $136,347 $151 ,042
$805 $867 $3,220
$44,250 $41 ,970 $52,800
$12 000 $17,527 $80,000
$56 055 $51 ,352 $64,810
$51 ,283 $48,227 $54,018
$58 150 $50,841 $68,770
$22 ,250 $22,335 $23,330
$153 614 $150, 104 $163,058
$1 ,000 $1 ,014 $1 ,000
$359 880 $338,438 $386,709
$53 ,250 $55,906 $71 ,811
$1 200 $1,352 $1,200
$361 ,915 $300,555 $403,952
$5 900 $4,665 $5,900
$368 , 174 $374,935 $268,809
$22 000 $22,000 $25,475
$24 ,363 $24,363 $25,655
$3 000 $1 ,574 $3,000
$6 000 $1 ,926 $6,000
$1 000 $0 $100
$25 ,210 $23, 188 $27,010




000 $24, 102 $27,000
$50 000 $73,613 $70,000
$1,938,818 $1,853,659 $2,086,864
SOURCES OF REVENUE:
LAND USE CHANGE TAXES
INTEREST & PENALTIES ON TAXES
YIELD TAXES
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS




REIMBURSEMENTS ( f ed . /state/pr i v .
)
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
RENT OF TOWN BUILDINGS
SALE OF TOWN PROPERTY
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS
CABLE TV FRANCHISE FEE
TRUST AND AGENCY FUNDS
TOTAL REVENUES







$140,877 $191 ,007 $140,877
$75,804 $62,652 $76,170
$1 ,200 $3,778 $3,000
$71 ,910 $80, 148 $69,400
$7,500 $15,678 $20,000
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CTEEF IICFNSZS 34-5C
CCYCI A. RG»T£,
ICVN CLEFX LAX COLLECTOR
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1995
TOWN OF STRATHAM



























































SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1995
TOWN OF STRATHAM






















































RECEIVED FROM TAX COLLECTOR
1995 Property Tax $7,211,217.44
1 995 Property Tax Interest $1,657.44
1 994 Property Tax $543,265.37
1 994 Property Tax Interest $21,026.45
Tax Redemptions $464,564.99
Interest on Redemptions $80,010.52
Added taxes & Interest $4,960.32
Tax Overpayments $5,973.43
Income from Current Use Land Change $9,780.00
TOTAL FROM TAX COLLECTOR $8,342,455.96
RECEIVED FROM TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits $676,453.50
Dog Licence and Fines $5,031.00
Filing and Other Fees $22,552.21
TOTAL FROM TOWN CLERK $704,036.71
RECEIVED FROM INTERGOVERNMENTAL SOURCES
NH Revenue Sharing Block Grant $191,006.58
NH Highway Block Grant $62,422.77
NH Stratham Hill Park Grant $4,428.00
NH Police Grant $3,777.74
Rail Road Tax $229.29
TOTAL FROM INTERGOVERNMENTAL SOURCES $261,864.38
RECEIVED FROM OTHER SOURCES
Interest on Investments $53,505.18




Land Fill Permits $458.00
Land Fill Fees $11,460.00
Planning Board Fees $14,048.50
Board of Adjustment Fees $1,617.50
Rent of Town Property $15,678.00
Sale of Town Property $2,314.07
Sale of Cemetery Lots $9,750.00
Reimbursement for Grave Excavations $4,800.00
Reimbursement for Test Pits $3,162.50
Reimbursement from Trustees of Trust Funds $4,500.00
Reimbursement from Recreation Department $2,390.00
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1 995 TREASURER'S REPORT
Insurance and Other Refunds $49,943.36
Cable TV Franchise $21,579.90
Recycling Program Income $3,159.27
Donations to Stratham Hill Park $1,135.00
Public Telephones Income $812.96
Current Use Filing Fees $42.00
Bad Check Fines $280.00
TOTAL FROM OTHER SOURCES $237,208.93
TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR 1 995 $9,545,565.98
CASH ON HAND JAN. 1,1995 $1,027,598.57
TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR 1 995 $9,545,565.98
TAX LIENS $305,166.42
INTEREST ON TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES ($73,585.44)
BANK FEES ($27.53)
TRANSFER FROM SAVINGS $1,400,000.00
INVESTMENTS ($2,400,000.00)
TOTAL ASSETS AND RECEIPTS $9,804,718.00
TOTAL ASSETS AND RECEIPTS $9,804,718.00
PAID ON SELECTMEN'S ORDERS ($9,282,773.24)
BALANCE ON HAND DEC. 31, 1995 $521,944.76
OTHER ASSETS IN HANDS OF TREASURER
Payroll Account $15,966.16
N.H. Public Deposit Investment Pool $329,921.40
Short Term Collateralized Investments $2,400,000.00
TOTAL OTHER ASSETS $2,745,887.56
OUTSTANDING BONDS AND SHORT TERM NOTES





SUMMARY OF INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Town of Stratham in Rockingham County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records to the best of our
knowledge and belief.
Martin Wool, William Petroski, John Sapienza, Selectmen
1. Valuation of land only:
A. Current Use (at c.u. value) 3224.04 a. $ 286,853
B. Mixed Uses .96 a. 88,400
C. Residential 4160.06 a. 90,713,870
D. Commercial/ Industrial 580.65 a. 17,468,100
2. Value of Buildings Only:
A. Residential 225,085,260
B. Manufactured housing 2,216,900
C. Commercial/ Industrial 40,902,000





4. Valuation before exemptions: 380,151,683
5. Blind Exemptions: (2) 30,000
6. Elderly Exemptions: (27) 740,000
7. Total dollar amount of Exemptions: 770,000
8. Net Valuation of which tax rate is computed: 379,381,683
TAX CREDITS
Paraplegic, double amputees owning specially
adapted homesteads with VA assistance: 1 Exempt
Totally and permanently disabled veterans,
their spouses or widows, and widows of veterans
who died or were killed on active duty ($1,400):
Other war service credits ($100):






Taxes Assessed for the Tax Year 1995
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to the best
of our knowledge and belief.
Martin Wool, William Petroski, John Sapienza, Selectmen
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Executive $ 139, 746




Planning and Zoning 51,283












Solid Waste Collection 368,174
HEALTH:
Pest Control 22,000












Interest on TANS 50,000
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
Fire Station 14,000




Land Use Change Taxes $ 14,000
Yield taxes 600
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 150,000
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES:
Cable TV Franchise 21,580
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 650,000
Building Permits 22,000
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 21,600
FROM STATE:
Shared Revenue 105,005
Highway Block Grant 75,800
CHARGES FOR SERVICE:
I ncome from Departments 80 , 000
Other Charges 7,500
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:
Sale of Municipal Property 14,000
I nterest on I nvestments 25 , 000
Other 2 , 280
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS:
CFNH Insurance refund 36,650
Trust & Agency Funds 5,000
GENERAL FUND BALANCE:
Unreserved Fund Balance $309,611
Fund Balance Voted from surplus...
Fund Balance to be Retained 80,000
Fund Bal. Remaining to reduce tax. 229,611 229,611
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $1,460,626
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




Less: Shared Revenues 10,746
Add: Overlay 70,793
War Service Credits 38,634
Net Town Appropriation $855,303
Special Adjustment
Approved Town Tax Effort $855,303
Municipal Tax Rate $ 2.26
SCHOOL PORTION
Due to Local School $6,824,081
Due to Regional School
Less: Shared Revenues 62,566
Net School Appropriation $6,761,515
Special Adjustment
Approved School Tax Effort $6,761,515
School Tax Rate $17.82
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County $ 527,208
Less: Shared Revenues 6,288
Net County Appropriation $ 520,920
Special Adjustment
Approved County Tax Effort $ 520,920
County Tax Rate $ 1.37
Combined Tax Rate $21.45
Total Property Taxes Assessed $8,137,738
COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
Total Property Taxes Assessed $8,137,738
Less: War Service Credits (38,634 )
Total Property Tax Committment $8,099,104
PROOF OF RATE







Gas & Oil 10,604.84
Telephone 455.74
Tires, Repairs, Etc 28,637.22
Asphalt 82,971 .01




Sand & Gravel 11 ,336.30
Meals 840.81
Dispatch Service 8,410. 33
Culvert Pipe 712.00
Guard Rai Is 3,000.00





Payroll $ 217,385. 12
Prosecutor-Legal Services 356.62
Gas & Oil 3,973.76
Uniforms 5,115.14
Repairs 4, 299. 79
New Equipment 1,336.90
Office Supplies 1,848.68
Training 1 , 130. 10
Miscel laneous 477.30
Dispatch Services 8,410.33
Community Service Program 481 .88
Special Detail 9,113.30
Cruiser Lease 16,128.73
Police Payrol 1 -Special s 26,291.50
Repairs - Equipment 1,020.00
Office Supplies - Legal 1,913.15
Police Payroll - Secretary 17,048.00























Payrol 1 $ 10,792.23




Supp 1 ies 34. 35
New Equipment 9.55
Transfer to Trust Funds 7,800.00
Survey work 2,229.12
Repairs to Monuments 0.00
Total $ 22,335.00
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Payrol 1 $ 14,960.51
Fill 5,532.28
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste 218,736.35
Materials and supplies 1,249.95
Trucking 95,855.56
Removal of scrap 233.40
Equipment Rented 968.24
Hazardous Waste Collection 1,358.10
Recycl ing 9,779.42
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YEARLY EARNINGS FOR TOWN EMPLOYEES 1995
Michael Daley 32,179,.91 Michael Sul 1 ivan 23 ,607,.68
Carlton Spaulding 34,724,,45 Phy 1 lis L. Danko 9 ,692,.44
Richard Wood 35,766 .30 Ronald Curcio 7 ,585,.00
David Pierce 37,063,.04 J. May Stoney 4 ,895,.79
David Colby 23,618 . 13 Marcia MacCallum 7 ,420,.50
Richard Gendron 30,517,,04 1 lene Deane 3 ,352,.50
Peter Bakie 29,571 , . 18 Rosemary Herrin 981 ,.50
Michael Gobbi 8,244,,56 Rachel Stevens 198,.00
David Gi lbert 1 ,192, , 18 Lynn Upton 800,.00
Steven Wheeler 697,,06 Stephen J.C. Woods 90,.00
Reed A. Nicolosi 1 ,032,.75 Wi 1 1 iam Jeral ds 90,.00
Bradley Hutchings 457,,08 Barbara Battis 90,.00
Donald Andol ina 1,950,,04 Susan Hunter 90,.00
Kevin Walsh 595,.86 Catherine E. Brophy 1
:
,250,.00
Roy Sherman 226,.52 Anita French 950,.00
Michael Daley 160.,00 Amy E . Gel ineau 300,.00
Rachel Sherman 14,912,,00 Ralph S. Walker 2 ,368,.26
Karen Springer 21,275.,60 Martin Wool 3
;
,000,.00
Pat Sapienza 1,260.,00 John Sapienza 3 ,000,.00
Lor i Mi 1 ler 1,496.,00 Wi 1 1 iam Petroski 3
;
,000,,00
Paul Deschaine 40,220,.88 Wi 1 1 iam Jeralds 15 ,876,.69
Joyce Rowe 40,864.,60 Kenneth Lanzi 1 lo 3 ,000.,00
Shirley Daley 25,890,,40 Gerald Batchelder 2 ,362,.50
Brenda Mason 17,010. 80 Terry Barnes 13,,017.,60
Terry Barnes 4,603.,89 David Noyes 850,,00





34, 183.,06 Robert Batchelder r,975.,05
Russel 1 Stevens 34,041
.
,25 Richard Law 543.,78
Donald Dubbs 29,471
,
,05 Robert Cushman 471.,96




Revenues and expenditures for the period
January 1, 1995 to December 31, 1995
A. REVENUES - Modified Accrual
1. Revenue from Taxes
a. Property taxes $8,195,128.55
b. Exhibit - taxes paid to school dist 6,351,116.00
c
.
Land use change taxes 9 , 780 . 00
d. Railroad tax 229.29
e. Overpayments 5,973.43
f Added Taxes 4 , 950 . 20
g. Interest and penalties on delinquent taxes 102,704.53
h. TOTAL 8,318,766.00
2. Revenues from licenses, permits, and fees
a. Business licenses and permits.... 22,594.21
b. Motor vehicles permit fees 676,453.50
c Building permits 22,193.32
d. Other licenses, permits, and fees 5.031.00
e. TOTAL 726,272.03
3. Revenues from the State of New Hampshire
a. Shared revenue block grant 191 , 006 . 58
b. Highway block grant 62,422.77
c. Police grant 3,777.74
d. N.H. Con. trees 4,428.00
e. TOTAL 261,635.09
4. Revenue from charges for services




Bad Check Fines 280 . 00
d Cable franchise 21,579.90
e. Other charges .,,....... 5,142.23
f Garbage jrefuse charges 11, 918 . 00
g. TOTAL .* 93,967. 37
5. Revenue from miscellaneous sources
a. Cemetery lots 9.750.00
b. Sale of municipal property 2,314.07
c. Interest on investments 79,837.08
47
d. Rents of property 15,678.00
e. Fines and forfeits 220.00
f. Refunds 46,943.36
g. Contributions and donations 1,135.00
h. Other miscellaneous sources 3,972.22
i. TOTAL 159,849.73
6. Interfund operating transfers in
a. Tax Liens 305,166.42
b
.
Transfers from trust funds 4 , 500 . 00
c. TOTAL 309,666.42
7. TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES $ 9,870,156.64
8
.
TOTAL FUND EQUITY (Beginning of year) 51,945.28
9. GRAND TOTAL 9,922,101.92
B. EXPENDITURES - Modified Accrual
1. General Government
a. Executive 136,346.68
b. Election and registration . . . . 867.25
c. Financial administration 41,970.72
d. Revaluation of property 9,625.25
e. Legal expense 17,526.50
f Personnel administration 51,351.84
g. Planning and zoning 48,227.33
h. General government building 50,840.55
i. Cemeteries 22,335.00
j. Insurance not otherwise allocated 150,103.50
k. Unemployment compensation 1,013.66
1. Dogs and Vital records 2,967.50
j . TOTAL 533, 175 . 78
2. Public safety
a. Police 338,438.30
b Insurance refunds 1,033.90
c Fire 55 , 905 . 51
d Emergency management 1 , 351 . 73
e. TOTAL 396,729.44
3. Highways and streets





a. Solid waste disposal 374,935.25
b. TOTAL 374,935.25
5. Health
a. Animal Control 1,574.13
b. Pest Control 22,000.00
c. Health agencies 24,363.00
d. TOTAL 47,937.13
6. Welfare
a. Direct assistance 1,925.82
b. TOTAL 1,925.82
7. Culture and recreation
a. Park 23,187.61
b. Library 85.873.00




a. Interest on tax and revenue anticipation notes.... 73,585.44
b. TOTAL 73,585.44
9. Capital outlay
a. Land & improvements (ball field) 42,315.85
b. Underground tank 5.115.69
c. Landfill closure (1994 CIP) 2,773.40
d. Conservation fund. 587.58
e. Highway chipper 20,000.00
f. Landfill closure (1995) 90,000.00
g. Dump truck 44,078.17
h. Lawn mower 4,995.00
i. Town Clerk Computer 17.500.00
j . Transfers to trust funds - LCF 10 , 000 . 00
k. TOTAL 237, 365. 69
10. Interfund operation transfers out




11. Payments to other governments
a. Taxes paid to county 527,208.00
b
.





13. TOTAL FUND EQUITY (End of Year) 639 , 328 . 68
14. GRAND TOTAL 9,922,101.92
49
GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET
A. ASSETS
1. Current Assets Beg. of yr. End of yr.
a. Cash and equivalents $ 1,024,128.47 $ 537,910.92
b. Investments 1,397,500.98 2,700,000.00
c. Taxes receivable 841,488.71 833,292.87
d. Tax liens receivable 345,189.68 182,174.63
e. Accounts receivable 2,834.96
f. Due from other governments... 7,775.00
g. TOTAL ASSETS 3,618,917.80 4,253,378.42
B. LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
1. Current liabilities
a. Contracts payable 7,775.00 49,860.00
b. Due to school district 3,551,168.00 4,024,081.00
c
.
Due to funds 15 , 804 . 52
2. Fund equity
a. Reserve for encumbrances 53,945.28 179,437.22
b. TOTAL 51,945.28 179,437.22
4. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY$3, 618, 917 . 80 $ 4,253,378.42
A. FIXED ASSET GROUP OF ACCOUNTS
1. Land and improvements 1,477,100.00
2. Buildings 2.007,952.00
3. Machinery, vehicles and equipment 1,432,000.00
TOTAL 4,917,052.00
B. RECONCILIATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY
1. School Dist. Liab. at Beg. of year 3,551,168.00
2. Add: Achool dist. assessment current yr. 6,824,081.00
3. TOTAL LIAB. WITHIN CURRENT YEAR 10,375,249.00
4. SUBTRACT: Payments made to school dist (6,351,168.00)
5. School Dist. liab. end of year 4,024,081.00
C. RECONCILIATION OF TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
1. Short-term (TANS) debt at beginning of yr. -0-
2. Add: New issues during current yr, 3,300,000.00
3. Subtract: Issues retired during current yr. 3,300,000.00
4. Short-term (TANS) outstanding end of yr -0-
50
C. ALLOWANCES FOR ABATEMENTS WORKSHEET
CURRENT YR. PRIOR YR.
1. Overlay /Allowance for Abatements 70,793.00 90,228.15
2. Subtract: Abatements made 15,742.13 12,994.46
3. Subtract: Discounts 51,738.33 43,159.14
4. Subtract: Refunds 50,186.18
5. Estimated Allowance for Abatements at
end of year 34,074.55
6. Excess of estimate-closed to fund bal. (46,873. BS)
D. TAXES RECEIVABLE WORKSHEET T „ .
Current Levy Prior Yrs Totals
1. Uncollected taxes end of year 833,292.87 182,174.63 1,015,467.50
2. Subtract Overlay carried forward
as Allowances for Abatements 34,074.55 34,074.55
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Cemetery Committee is pleased to report on the following
actions taken this past year:
The flag pole at Maple Lane Cemetery was raised and put in
place this past spring. We are indebted to the New England
Telephone Company for their volunteer services in boring the
hole for the flag pole casing and hoisting the flag pole in
place. We also thank Elizabeth Allen who donated the first
flag in memory of her husband Don.
All of the cemeteries including Maple Lane, Harmony Hill
Wingate Annex, the Old Cemetery and the 0.58 acre lot donat-
ed by William Krooss were surveyed and a map was prepared
for submission to the Registry of Deeds. Also, permanent
granite boundary markers were placed around the lot donated
by William Krooss which abuts the back side of Maple lane
Cemetery
.
Cemeteries were sprayed to kill poison ivy. This will be an
ongoing project.
Removed old we 11 house at Greenwood Cemetery.
Our plans for 1996, which include some projects that we were
unable to complete in 1995, are as follows:
Install a hand pump on the existing well at Greenwood
Cemetery for use by the general public to water cemetery
plants .
Replace about 60 feet of badly deteriorated iron fence at
the entrance to Harmony Hill Cemetery with eight granite
posts connected with heavy chain.
Erect a granite pillar with cemetery name and Town Seal at
the entrance to Harmony Hill Cemetery.
Landscape the entrance to Maple Lane Cemetery including
grading, seeding, planting low evergreen shrubs and planting
climbing vines on the adjacent chain link fences.
Replace washed-out loam and apply grass seeds under trees at
the front of Greenwood Cemetery.
We again thank the Stratham Historical Society and in
particular, Margaret Tate, for their invaluable assistance in
maintaining cemetery records. Also, thanks to the Stratham
Highway Department for the exceptional job they do in maintain-
ing the cemeteries.
Respectfully submitted,
Lucy Cushman, George Brown, Kenneth Lanzillo, Cemetery Committee
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THE GIFFORD FARM PROPERTY
The Gifford house is still being leased to a caretaker who
maintains the building and the immediate grounds. The replacement
of all the basement windows was undertaken this past year. Other-
wise, the property is in good shape with normal maintenance being
required. The other improvement to the property was the reconstruc-
tion of the foot bridge along one of the trails leading to and from
the Park. Scott Hamel, as part of his Eagle Scout Community Service
Project, organized, designed and rebuilt the bridge which is located
within the Town Forest. It is a vast improvement over the previous
bridge. We hope many will avail themselves to it as they enjoy
nature walks along these trails.
THE OLD TOWN HALL
The Board of Selectmen is happy to announce that the Old Town
Hall is under a Lease/Purchase Agreement. David Short, owner and
operator of Stratham Circle Nursery, has entered into this agreement
along with others with plans to reuse and renovate the building. He
has until the end of 1997 to purchase the property. In the mean-
time, Mr. Short will be leasing the property from the Town while
subleasing portions to other interested parties. To date, a martial
arts studio along with some offices have moved into the building.
We look forward to the building's eventual renovation and return to
productive use. Once completed, we are sure it will again be a
source of pride for the community and a productive part of the
Town's tax base.
STRATHAM LANDFILL
The landfill is now completely closed under a permit issued by
the NH Department of Environmental Services. After nearly nine very
long years, we can honestly say the project is physically done. Our
thanks go to the contractor, Mark Hannon, and the members of the
Highway Department who labored at the site during one of the hottest
and driest summers on record. The project is now completed with the
exception of the final report to the Department. All indicators
still reflect a safe, stable, and well-managed facility. To insure
this situation continues, an extensive monitoring program is re-
quired as part of the closure plan. This involves monitoring not
only the surrounding groundwater but any potential gas releases from
the site.
The Town's Transfer Station continues to operate from the
landfill site. Its configuration was altered due to the landfill
closure. As a result of the closure, the Town will not be able to
burn any brush at the site. The woodchipper purchased during 1995
has proved to be an adequate alternative. Operators of this equip-
ment have been given extensive training in its proper use. We
appreciated everyone's cooperation during the construction project.
The Transfer Station remains open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. every Satur-
day during the months of April to October and the first and third
Saturdays of the month from November to March. Both recyclables,
paper and commingles can now be dropped off at the Transfer Station.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
As the year 1995 comes to a close and we begin our efforts to face the
challenges ahead in 1996, we here at the Police Department would like to extend
our sincere thanks to the residents of the town for their continued support.
Our local law enforcement efforts and accomplishments which have progressed
throughout the year would not have been possible without the public support,
interest and vigilance.
We are pleased to announce a new member to the Police Department. Officer
Michael Gobbi was hired as a patrol officer in October and is scheduled to
attend the New Hampshire Police Academy in January, 1996. Michael, his wife
and three children are residents of the town and we feel he will be a valuable
addition to the department.
With the outstanding support we have received from the principal and the
members of the Stratham Memorial School, the D.A.R.E. Program once again is in
full motion for 1996. Stratham Officer Peter Bakie has taken the reigns of the
program and encourages anyone interested or needing information to feel free to
contact him.
We look forward to serving the community with an ultimate goal of
providing a safe and secure environment to reside and raise a family.























Assist to Misc. town depts.




2 D i sorder 1 y/Harassment 75
10 Criminal Trespassing 6
92 Hindering Apprehension 1
3 Fugitive from Justice 2
12 False Reporting 1
4 Resisting Arrest 1
13 Truancy 1
4 M i ss i ng/Runaways 15
1 M/V Accidents 203
56 M/V Violations 937
4 M/V Warnings 2347
89 Animal Complaints 270
3 Town Ordinance Violation 8
6 Police Information 54
10 Protective Custody 69
47 Warrant Arrests 56
14 Domestic Incidents 54
2 Untimely Deaths 7
27 Hazardous Conditions 24
68 Alarm Activations 297
761 Unsecured Premises 33
113 Assist to Fire Dept. 65
s 65 M/V Lockout Assists 210
229 M/V Towed 148
328 Total Calls for service 6887
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OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
We are pleased to report that during calendar year 1995,
substantial improvements were made in the Emergency Notification
System, necessary to mobilize Stratham's Emergency Operations
Center Staff. Working closely with the New Hampshire Governor's
Office of Emergency Management and the Steering Committee of the
Seacoast Organization of Emergency Management Directors, a much
more prompt, accurate, and versatile personnel notification
system was devised and implemented.
In addition, various members of the Stratham Emergency
Operations Center Staff completed both Annual Retraining and
Recertif ication Training, in such areas as "Hazardous Materials
Response and Management", "Resources Access and Material
Management", "Hurricane and Severe Weather Incident Response" and
advanced training with computer assisted "Hazardous Incident
Assessment Protocol."
In 1996, we look forward to a series of some three (3)
formal Annual Retraining and Certification sessions, two (2)
Incident Response Drills and a formal Exercise to evaluated and
graded by the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the NRC.
Respectfully Submitted,
Stephen H . Fl ink,
Director
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STRATHAM VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Stratham Volunteer Fire Department responded to 390
emergency calls in 1995 by providing fire protection, emergency
medical services and staffing the Interstate Emergency Unit Mask
Truck, MS-3.
Fire prevention, basic first aid instruction, and fire
extinguisher training have become routine Fire Department activi-
ties. Lessons in fire prevention are conducted annually at the
Stratham Memorial School and at the various preschools and day
care centers in town. The department has expanded its education-
al opportunities for the community to include courses in basic
first aid and the use of fire extinguishers. First aid courses
are taught at the firehouse and fire extinguisher training is
conducted at participating commercial properties.
As a result of action taken at last year's Town Meeting and
the work of the Selectmen and Fire Department members, many
improvements were made to the station in 1995. A new septic
system was installed; the yard was expanded and repaved; an emer-
gency generator room was added; underground and surface drainage
was improved; and the exterior of the building was painted.
During 1996, the department hopes to continue the improvement
program. Passage of the Capital Improvement Program will insure
a new heating system, updated interior lighting, new windows and
a new well pump for the forty year old building and its twenty
year old addition.
I sincerely thank all Stratham Volunteer Fire Department
members, the Board of Selectmen and the members of the Ladies





FIRE DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY REPORT
FIRE: Alarm Activations 53
Smoke/Odor Investigations 11
Natural or Propane Gas Problems 2
Wires Down or Burning 9
Oil Burner problems 6
Chimney Fires 5
Structure Fires 1
Appl iance Fires 5
Grass of Brush Fires 22
Mutual Aid (Tanker or Pumpers) 25




Assist to Publ ic 4
Total 159












Mutual Aid (Ambulance) 13




















CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER REPORT
We hope to finish site inspections under the Well-Head
Protection Program late this spring. Those that have been
through the program have been very cooperative and believe in the
preservation of our groundwater. Individuals have recognized
that al 1 land use activities have the potential to impact
groundwater, especially since Stratham is totally dependent on
groundwater for supplying water to our private wells. Stratham
uses the State's Best Management Practice Rules (Env-Ws 421) as a
guide during these inspections. Copies of the best management
practices can be obtained from the Town's Code Enforcement Offi-
cer .
If anyone has any compliance questions regarding the many
codes, ordinances and/or regulations in effect within Town,
please feel free to call my office between the hours of 9 am and
Noon, Monday through Friday. I will make every attempt to pro-
vide you with guidance.
During the past year, many commercial store fronts are now
being occupied that have been empty for a few years. We had two
new commercial buildings put up this past year. They were First
National Bank, Stratham Office, at Kings Highway Plaza, and
Hurlbert Nissan Car Dealership along with conversions like the
First NH Bank in Super Shaw's. The Stratham Industrial Park
buildings are completely occupied with new tenants at 18 Marin
Way of Compliance Systems, Inc. They are manufacturers of waste
water recycling systems. We welcome these new businesses that
have located in Stratham.



























The Stratham Planning Board normally meets twice each month.
The first Wednesday of the month is for work sessions while
public hearings are scheduled for the third Wednesday. Special
sessions are held when considered necessary and are publicized.
Interested citizens are welcomed and are encouraged to attend
these meetings. Your input is appreciated.
The Planning Board had a significant amount of activity
during the year. Some of the more significant activities were:
Proposed new car dealership at the corner of Portsmouth Avenue
and Raeder Drive; Cornerstone School expansion; First National
Bank; 3 lot subdivision, Piper property, Portsmouth Avenue; 3 lot
subdivision on Butterfield Lane; proposed Post Office on Route
108 still in process; proposed Toyota dealership Portsmouth
Avenue still in process; completion of action on the Wiggin Farms
subdivision; revisions to site plan review regulations; amend-
ments to Stratham Zoning ordinance; and a Master Plan Review
Committee is working on major revisions to the Master Plan. We
expect to have the final revision issued by the end of 1996.
The Planning Board expects a busy year. The Board will con-
tinue its participation in the "Circuit Rider" services offered
by the Rockingham Planning Commission. The Circuit Rider, who
provides the Board with planning assistance, has office hours at
the Town Office in the morning on the first and third Tuesdays of
each month
.
My thanks to everyone associated with the Board for their






The Conservation Commission has completed its negotiations
with Glen Oakes Associates for the purchase of approximately 16
acres of conservation land adjacent to Stratham Hill Park. The
parcel purchased contains the remainder of the Atlantic White
Cedar Swamp.
The Conservation Commission acted in an advisory capacity
with Scott Hamel on his Eagle Scout Project of rebuilding the
foot bridge between the ponds in the Town Forest.
The offer of the Mill Pond in the circle to the Town through
the Conservation Commission is presently under consideration.
Repair of the dam and dredging would be required to insure
adequate water for fire protection.
The management plan for the Town Forest has been put on hold
for a more favorable price for marketable wood.
The Conservation Commission is following closely the move by
the Hampton Water Works Co. to remove a substantial quantity of
water from the Winnicutt Valley Aquifer.
During the year of 1996, the Conservation Commission will be
submitting one or more proposals to UNH Department of Natural
Resources to work with Senior Natural Resources majors on
projects. Currently under consideration are wetlands assessments
and natural resource inventories.
Respectfully submitted,
Stratham Conservation Commission
Farm house on Gifford property,
where the town forest is located.
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STRATHAM HILL PARK ASSOCIATION
This year we saw the construction on a new basebal 1 /soccer
field located at the corner of Jack Rabbit Lane and Portsmouth
Avenue. A lot of volunteer work and contracted labor was used to
make this a success. The field greened up nicely despite the
lack of rainfall this summer.
A landscaped planting was proposed around the Harmon
memorial. This would include flowering shrubs and perennials
along with a granite bench.
The Stratham Fair Association presented plans for the
construction of a new concession stand next to the little league
field. The old building will be torn down and a new and larger
one put up in its place. It will also be used for storage by the
Recreation Commission.
Other discussions included the possibilities of manning the
fire tower with volunteers. There is a group willing to keep an
eye out for fires especially during dry conditions when the risks
are high.
We lost a good friend of the Stratham Hill Park Association
this summer, W. Douglas Scamman, Sr . Many generous donations
were given to the Park in his name.
In closing, I would like to thank everyone who has helped
out in the Park. If anyone has any concerns, feel free to call
me, or come to one of our meetings. We meet on the fourth Monday
of the odd month, at 8:30 p.m. in the Selectmen's meeting room.
Respectfully submitted,
Gordon L. Barker




Stratham Recreation provides the residents of Stratham the opportunity to
participate in varied activities including, but not limited to, team sports and
individual athletics (aerobics, skiing, dances, roller skating, special events,
etc.) Stratham Recreation is dedicated to promoting fellowship, spirit and
good will in our community by providing programs which are scheduled year round
and are focused on a wide range of age groups.
These programs and much more are made possible through the dedication and
hard work of many volunteers. Our thanks cannot adequately convey the corrmis-
sion's deep appreciation of the commitment made by these individuals. This
year we are proud to open a new baseball field and soccer field at the Stratham
Hill Park. We look forward to another tremendous year for all our programs in
1996. The following indicates the support and participation in our programs:
SOCCER: 512 boys and girls ages 6-14. We offer both co-ed and girl recre-
ational programs with a traveling team which plays on a state-wide competitive
basis. All our traveling teams were very successful. The under 12 boys and
under 12 girls were both division #2 league champions.
BASKETBALL: 248 boys and girls ages 7-12. We offer co-ed and girls
recreational programs. The under 12 boys and girls have additional traveling
teams and play surrounding towns. We offer open gym time for jr. high and high
school boys and girls once a week.
BASEBALL: 375 co-ed ages 6-15. We offer a wide variety of programs from
T-ball, baseball and Babe Ruth league. An under 12 All -Star summer league is
also played.
SOFTBALL: 159 girls, 12 teams ages 10-14. Softball has two seasons, a
spring league and a summer league. Spring is an instructional league where
every girl participates and plays surrounding towns. The competitive sunrmer
league had 61 girls, 4 teams for 12 and under, 14 and under, 16 and under. In
State competition, the under 12 placed 18th, the under 14 placed second and
went on to the New England Regional s, and the under 16 placed 6th in the State.
SUMMER PROGRAM: 90 boys and girls under the age of 12. This was the 4th
sunnier for theme camp. It was held at Stratham Hill Park for 2 weeks in July
and 2 weeks in August. Registration is held in the spring.
ADULT PROGRAMS: Men's basketball, Sunday and Thursday nights at 7:30 at
the Stratham Memorial School Gym. We offer on-going aerobics and exercise
programs all year.
A special thanks goes to "Friends of Recreation" for all your work at the
Stratham Fair on the "Cow Flop". They donate all the proceeds to baseball,
softball and soccer programs. This helps to underwrite the cost of the sign-





This has finally been a severe winter for New Hampshire.
After a few years of not much snow, this year we have had fre-
quent and heavy snow storms. We hope we did not upset too many
people with our plowing. Contrary to public opinion, we don't
intentionally set out to irritate people! Seriously, we hope we
did a decent job keeping the roads open through all this snow and
that nobody was hurt in any accidents this winter. We try our
best with only 4 full-time people.
Last year our biggest job was the closure on the Town Land-
fill. It is now a transfer station as everything is shipped
someplace else for disposal. This was an expensive but necessary
project.
The other two main projects for 1995 was the construction of
a new ballfield at the Park and replacing the septic system at
the firehouse. We also continued paving various roads last year
and will do whatever we can in 1996. Every project depends on
money and what is budgeted.
This year's projects will be mainly more paving and drainage
work where needed. This year we would like to get a one ton dump
truck and a 3/4 ton pickup to replace our two oldest pickups. We
thank you for last year's new truck and wood chipper as they were
surely needed.
Please call the Town Office before erecting fences, stone
walls or any plantings along the Town's right of ways. This will
help prevent future problems with the Town as to encroachment
into the right of way.
We thank the public for bearing with us this year and
appreciate the cooperation that you give to us. We are proud of
our small crew and think we get a lot done for our size and the
amount of roads we maintain. Please call us at 772-5550 with any
problems or maybe to give us some thanks for a job well done!
Ti 1 1 next year
,






New 1 995 Plow Truck
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LAMPREY REGIONAL COOPERATIVE
In 1995, we experienced many changes to the Lamprey Regional
Cooperative. The Lamprey Regional Cooperative amended and
restated their agreement on August 14, 1995. The Lamprey
Regional Cooperative also ceased operations of the Waste-to-
Energy plant on November 20, 1995. In December 1995, a contract
was awarded for demolition of the Waste-to-Energy plant.
Demolition began on December 7, 1995 and is scheduled to be
completed in February 1996. We will be closing and capping our
Ash Landfill in Somersworth in 1996 and it appears at this time
that this also will come within our budgeted closure funds.
The Waste-to-Energy plant was operated under budget again in
1995 and we did not experience any major problems in the
operating year.
We have made progress toward our goal of a Regional Transfer
and Recycling Facility in early 1996 for the communities that
have decided to remain in the Lamprey Regional Cooperative into
the future.
I would like at this time to thank all of the communities
for their cooperation in the operation of our Waste-to-Energy






STRATHAM MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
Here's something to look forward to after paying those large snow plowing
bills: Copious amounts of snow and rain during the winter months set the stage
for higher than normal mosquito populations in the spring. Once the snow
melts, stagnant water caught in birdbaths, flowerpots, old tires, rain gutters,
ditches, swamps and woodland depressions will provide the ideal environment for
mosquito larvae to survive. The homeowner can help rid the yard of mosquito
breeding habitats by emptying various containers holding water. Change bird-
bath water weekly to prevent mosquito larvae from developing into the winged
adult stage. Call the mosquito control headquarters so that we may tackle the
large breeding sites such as swamps, ditches and woodland depressions. Our
phone number is 778-3906. It is very important to call us early, before those
mosquito larvae hatch into biting adult mosquitoes. Call during April and May
for best results.
Last year was unusually dry leaving most containers, depressions and
swamps without much water. Therefore, freshwater mosquito populations were
down. Regular tidal flooding provided the Seacoast with a normal batch of salt
marsh mosquitoes throughout the summer. Like taxes, we will always have salt
marsh mosquitoes. The survival of this species is not dependent upon snow or
rain, but on monthly tidal flooding which not only brings water but fish as
well. These fish eat many larvae, but in areas where fish cannot reach the
larvae, control is necessary.
Our crews check the tidal areas regularly. When mosquito larvae are
found, a biological insecticide know as Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis (Bti
for short) is used. This is a nontoxic material which specifically targets
mosquito larvae. Larvae are controlled in the salt marshes from April through
September
.
Once mosquitoes hatch into the winged adult form, there are several ways
to confront the biting pests. Avoidance: Not always feasible, but staying
inside during peak mosquito activity or staying away from infested areas is
recommended to avoid biting mosquitoes. Repellents: These are useful if you
must be outside during an infestation. Products containing the active ingredi-
ent DEET work best. If you do not want to wear repellents, protective clothing
and gear such as mosquito netting can be helpful. Adulticides: These are
insecticides that control adult biting mosquitoes. This could be applied using
a truck mounted sprayer, a backpack or handheld sprayer. The truck mounted
sprayer employed by the Town disperses permethrin at ultra low levels to con-
trol adult mosquitoes.
If you do not want your property sprayed, please alert mosquito control
headquarters every year so that we may keep an updated list and map of these







What should library service be in a world where books are
available at the supermarket, where people glean a sense of the
world from rapidly moving images delivered instantaneously to
everyone's home, where there is such a clear distinction between
the time of "education" and the time for all that comes after?
These are the questions the library has addressed in an important
year of growth.
The library has addressed the lies inherent in each of those
questions. Books may be for sale on every street corner, but
they are not necessarily "available." For those who cannot afford
books in tough economic times, we have added over 2,200 titles.
For those bewildered by the flood of choices, we have enhanced
book lists and improved our skill at advising readers. For those
who know what they want, and want it now, we have provided a
computerized catalog of what we own and nearly doubled what we
borrow for other libraries.
The electronic image may very well be the symbol of the
90's, but the library must foster a balance between the deeper
exploration of vital issues and the rapid delivery of information
demanded in the modern world. The library continues to build a
collection of books that explore the deepest needs of our socie-
ty. One in five books on religion and one in ten works of fine
literature in the library are new in the last year. Still, books
are just part of what the library offers. Three of every ten
items the library loans are magazines, compact disks, videos,
books-on-tape, and pieces of art.
Finally, the library is built on the belief that education
is a lifetime pursuit. From materials to help adults learn to
read to books on health and medicine for the layman, from music
appreciation to home repair, the library makes it possible for
all to continue to grow in knowledge.
The library's mission in the modern world has not changed.
It remains to collect, organize, and deliver ideas and informa-
tion for the use of everyone in the community. All that has
changed are some of the information needs to be filled, and some
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Balance forward from 1994 $ 3,848.97
Town Appropriation 85,873.00
Fines 4,221.94
Interest and Dividends 1,075.77
Grants and gifts 640.00







































































Adult Non Fiction 514
Reference 59
Youth Adult Fiction 77
Youth Non-Fiction 13






































STRATHAM HISTORICAL SOC I ETY
In 1995, Stratham Historical Society continued to operate as
a museum, accessioned and cataloged items that had been donated,
held informative meetings, accomplished genealogical research as
requested, and participated in the 3rd grade outreach program, in
cooperation with Stratham Memorial School. We also had a visit
from the Stratham Brownies.
Our "old house visit" in September was to the ca 1850's
house next to the Josiah Brown house on Jackrabbit Lane, where
Pat, Ryan and David Perkins gave us a wonderful tour. In Janu-
ary, Mr. Maynard Waltz presented a program on Northern New Eng-
land Indians, tracing their origin from early man. In March,
Virginia Chisholm gave a talk and slide show on Celia Thaxter's
gardens located on the Isles of Shoals. In November, Dr. Ronald
Jaeger talked about his early years on a family farm, and also
autographed his book "The House At the End of the Road". This
program was funded in part by the N.H. Humanities Council.
Some of the interesting items donated this past year
included a silver loving cup, received by the Winnicutt Grange,
in 1907 for their exhibit at the Newmarket Agricultural &
Industrial Fair (Margaret & Earl Barker). A Wiggin genealogy for
the Cordell Family in Kansas was given by Mrs. Chorletta Cordell.
A booklet of names and dates for a Wiggin cemetery on Winnicutt
Road (Debbie Wilson), a post card collection (Ralph Parkman
Estate), photos of the 1954 hurricane, in Stratham, (Mrs. Richard
Wiggin), a US Navy uniform from WWII (Mrs. Waldo Bond), a brass
bell used at the Scamman Farm to call the help in from the
fields, (Mr. Carl Dining), 18th & 19th century sheet & towels
from the Josiah Brown family (Mrs. Mary Chase Sewall), a milk
bottle from the Barker Farm, now the Stuart Farm, (Dean
Merchant), to name a few. In all, 46 persons donated historical
items pertaining to Stratham in 1995.
We had a total of approximately 150 visitors, plus school
children, and persons attending our programs. Some came from as
far away as Alaska, the Midwest, and Florida.
The modifications made to the roof have so far worked out
well. No ice dams have backed up into the building to date, and
it was surely tested in December.
As we continue to preserve the history of Stratham, we wish
to thank the Town for it's support, and the Highway Department in
particular, for cleaning the snow and mowing the grass.
Our hours continue to be, Tuesdays, 9-11:30 A.M., Thursdays
2-4 P.M., the first Sunday of each month, 2-4 P.M. and by ap-
pointment .
Respectfully submitted,






REPORT ON EXAMINATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS









We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Stratham, New Hampshire, and its combining and individual fund
financial statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 1994. In
planning and performing our audit, we considered its internal control
structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinion on the financial statements, and not to
provide assurance on the internal control structure. However, we did
not note any matters involving the internal control structure and its
operation that we consider to be reportable conditions under standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating
to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal
control system that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's
ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data
consistent with the assertions of management in the financial
statements
.
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design
or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements
does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or
irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the
financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within
a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that
might be reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not disclose all
reportable conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses
as defined above.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the
Board of Selectmen, Officers, and management. This restriction is not
intended to limit the distribution of this report which, upon
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We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements of the Town of Stratham as of and for the year ended
December 31, 1994, as listed in the table of contents. These
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The Town has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets
and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not presented in the
financial report.
In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred
to above present fairly the financial position of the Town of
Stratham at December 31, 1994, and the results of its operations
and the changes in financial position of its proprietary fund
types and similar Trust Funds for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also,
in our opinion, the combining and individual fund financial
statements referred to above present fairly the financial position
of the individual funds of the Town of Stratham at December 31,
1994, their results of operations, and the changes in financial
position of individual proprietary funds for the year then ended,
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS












































































Revenues & Other Finan-
cial Sources Over Ex-

























































$ 377,361 $ 9,843 $165,992 $ 553,196 $ 684,729
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS


















SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS





CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating income
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITY
Purchase of securities
NET CASH USED BY INVESTING ACTIVITY










CASH - Expendable Trust
CASH - Non-Expendable Trust




SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1994
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Fund Accounting
The diverse nature of governmental operations and the necessity of
determining compliance with legal provisions requires modification of
accounting systems commonly used by commercial enterprises. Rather than
establishing a single unified set of accounts to record and summarize all
financial transactions, the accounts of the Town are organized on the
basis of funds, each of which is considered a separate entity with
self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund
balance, revenues, and expenditures, including obligations and transfers.
Government resources are allocated to and accounted for in individual
funds based upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and the means
by which spending activities are controlled. The various funds are
grouped, in the financial statements in this report, as follows:
Governmental Funds
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
Town. It is used to account for all financial resources except those
required to be accounted for in another fund.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for
the proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than special assessments,
expendable trusts, or major capital projects) that are legally restricted
to expenditures for specified purposes.
Fiduciary Funds
Trust & Agency Funds - Trust & Agency Funds are used to account for
assets held by the Town in a trustee capacity or as an agent for other
governmental units. These include Expendable Trusts, Non-expendable
Trusts, and Agency Funds. Non-expendable Trusts are accounted for in
essentially the same manner as proprietary funds, while Expendable Trusts
are accounted for similar to governmental funds. Agency Funds are
custodial in nature (assets equal liabilities) and do not involve
measurement or results of operations.
Basis of Accounting
Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenditures or
expenses are recognized in the accounts and reported in the financial
statements. Basis of accounting relates to the timing of the measurements
made, regardless of the measurement focus applied.
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)
DECEMBER 31, 1994
Basis of Accounting (Cont'd)
All governmental funds and Expendable Trust Funds are accounted for
using the modified accrual basis of accounting. Their revenues are
recognized when they become measurable and available as net current
assets. Taxpayer-assessed income, gross receipts, and sales taxes are
considered "measurable" when in the hands of intermediary collecting
governments and are recognized as revenue at that time. Anticipated
refunds of such taxes are recorded as liabilities and reductions of
revenue when they are measurable and their validity seems certain.
Property tax revenue is measured in the year levied.
Expenditures are generally recognized under the modified accrual
basis of accounting when the related fund liability is incurred.
Exceptions to this general rule include: (1) accumulated unpaid vacation,
sick pay, and other employee amounts which are not accrued; and (2)
principal and interest on general long-term debt which is recognized when
due.
All proprietary funds and Non-expendable Trust and Pension Trust
Funds are accounted for using the accrual basis of accounting. Their
revenues are recognized when they are earned and their expenses are
recognized when they are incurred.
Fixed Assets
The Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets and
accordingly a statement of general fixed assets required by generally
accepted accounting principles is not presented in the financial
statements.
Budgetary Control
Budgets are prepared by the budget committee and selectmen on a
detailed line-item basis. Revenues are budgeted by source. Expenditures
are budgeted by department and character (salaries, utilities, supplies,
etc.). The budget is voted on and enacted at Town Meeting in the
aggregate which becomes the legal level of control. Within this control
level, the selectmen may transfer appropriations without further action
from the Town.
Accounting for Encumbrances
The Town utilizes an encumbrance system of accounting wherein
encumbrances outstanding at year end are not reported as expenditures, but
are reported as a reservation of fund balance available for subsequent
year expenditures based on the encumbered appropriation authority carried
over to the next fiscal year.
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)
DECEMBER 31, 1994
Interfund Receivables and Payables
The following schedule reconciles interfund receivables and payable
for the year ended December 31, 1994:
Due To
Special Revenue Total
Due From Fund Due From
Non-expendable Trust $1,650 $1,650
The amounts due to/from other funds are for normal and recurring
interfund charges.
2. TOTAL COLUMNS ON COMBINED STATEMENTS - OVERVIEW
Total columns on the Combined Statements - Overview are captioned
"Memorandum Only" to indicate that they are presented only to facilitate
financial analysis. Data in these columns do not present financial
position, results of operations or changes in financial position in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Neither is such
data comparable to a consolidation. Interfund eliminations have not been
made in the aggregation of this data.
3. APPROPRIATED FUND BALANCE
The balance in the general fund account, appropriated fund balance,
represents unexpended sums for current and previous years' special
appropriations for the following purposes:
1994 Ballpark improvements $42,316
1994 Revaluation 15,805
1994 Underground tank 5,181
1994 Landfill closure 2,773
1994 Police equipment 1 , 675
$67,750
4. RECONCILIATION OF BUDGET AS APPROVED AT TOWN MEETING TO GAAP BASIS BUDGET
Total appropriations approved - Town Meeting
Add: Prior years' appropriations expended
1993 Highway dump truck
1993 Recreation/park mower
1993 Stratham Hill tower repair
1993 Library computer


















TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMEMTS (CONT'D)
DECEMBER 31, 1994
4. RECONCILIATION OF BUDGET AS APROVED AT TOWN MEETING TO GAAP BASIS BUDGET
(Continued)
Included in Audit Report as:
Budgeted Expenditures $8,917,822
Operating transfers-out 91 ,886
$9,009,708
5. PROPERTY TAX CYCLE
Property taxes are assessed on individual taxpayers based upon Town
authorization of expenditures at its March Town Meeting. Properties are
assessed each April 1st for this purpose.
Approved expenditures and assessments are forwarded to the State for
review and State approval and the tax rate is set by the State.
The Selectmen then assess each individual property based upon the
rate and sign a warrant charging the tax collector with the responsibility
of collecting the tax.
The tax collector then mails the individual tax bills. Tax bills
become delinquent on December 1st, or 30 days after they are mailed,
whichever is later. Delinquent bills carry interest charges of 12%.
Any time after 90 days of the delinquent date, the tax collector can
initiate the tax lien/sale procedure by notifying the taxpayer by
certified mail that they have 32 days to pay the bill or a lien shall be
recorded against the property at the Registrar of Deeds. Once such lien
is placed, interest increases to 18%.
If full redemption of such outstanding tax lien is not timely made
within two years of the execution of the lien, including statutory
interest and costs accrued thereon, a tax deed may be issued to the holder
of such lien pursuant to RSA 80:38 or RSA 80:76, and disposed of as the
deed holder shall determine.
6. CASH AND INVESTMENTS
RSA 48:16 requires that all funds belonging to the Town shall be
deposited in solvent banks within the State, except funds may be deposited
in banks outside the State if such banks pledge and deliver collateral to
the State treasurer of equal value as the funds deposited. There is no
requirement of an in-State bank to collateralize deposits in excess of
FDIC insurance.
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)
DECEMBER 31, 1994
6. CASH AND INVESTMENTS (Continued)
The Town's cash deposits and investments at December 31, 1994, are
categorized by maturity date and by the level of risk assumed by the Town. The
risk categories are defined as follows:
(1) Insured or collateralized with securities held by the
Town or its agent in the Town's name;
(2) Collateralized with securities held by the pledging
financial institution's trust department or agent in
the Town's name;
(3) Uncollateralized or uninsured for which securities are
held by the financial institution's trust department
or agent but not in the Town's name.
At December 31, 1994, the Town's deposits and investments consisted of the
following:
Categories
2 3 Unclassified Balance
Demand deposits $343,565 $1,203,803 $ 927,598 $503,590 $2,978,556
Securities -0- -0- 176,032 -0- 176,032
$343,565 $1,203,803 $1,103,630 $503,590 $3,154,588
Included in the above balances is the amount of $503,590, which is deposited
with the New Hampshire Public Deposit and Investment Pool managed by MBIA
Municipal Investors Service Corporation. The pool is an open-end mutual fund to
which the Town has no custodial risk, thus it is considered unclassified.
7. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND COMPENSATED ABSENCES
Police Department employees are eligible to participate in the State of
New Hampshire Police Retirement system on a shared cost basis, which is recorded
when earned.
Full-time, permanent employees are granted vacation and sick leave
benefits in varying amounts based upon tenure. The Town does not accrue these
benefits in the general fund because of plans to fund these future costs from
future resources.
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL

















Interest & penalties on taxes
Income from departments
Licenses, fines, fees, permits

















































TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL (Cont'd)




















































































TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL (Cont'd)


















Temporary loans interest 50,000 32,450 17,550










































TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL (Cont'd)





OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Operating transfers-in
Operating transfers-out (91,886) (91,886) -0-
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING
SOURCES (USES)
Excess (deficiency) of Revenues
and Other Financing Sources
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OFFICERS OF STRATHAM SCHOOL DISTRICT
1995 - 1996
SCHOOL BOARD
Gordon Bailey Term Expires 1996
Sandra Rowe Term Expires 1996
Lucy Cushman Term Expires 1997
Liz Gobin Term Expires 1997
Edward Gronbeck Term Expires 1998
SUPERINTENDENT
William J. Clancy
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Barbara L. Lobdell
ASSISTANT TO THE SUPERINTENDENT





W. Douglas Scammon Jr. Term Expires 1998
CLERK
Paula Geppner Term Expires 1996
TREASURER
Paula Cushman Term Expires 1998
AUDITOR







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Stratham
qualified to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on
the twelfth day of March, 1996, between the hours of 8:00 o'clock in the
morning and 8:00 o'clock in the afternoon for the following purposes:
1. To choose two Members of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
2. To choose a School District Clerk for the ensuing two years.
Given under our hands at said Stratham this j] day of February,
1996. rx
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
7i
~F~ /)i
huo^j H- C^Ar^kiAi fax, i








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stratham, qualified to vote in
District affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stratham Memorial School in said
District on the eighth day of March 1996 at seven o'clock in the evening to act on the
following subjects:
1. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for
the support of schools, for payment of salaries of School District officials and agents,
and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
2. Shall the School District accept the provisions ofRSA 195 (as amended)
providing for the establishment of a cooperative school district, together with the
school districts of Brentwood, East Kingston, Exeter, Kensington,, and Newfields, in
accordance with the provisions of the proposed articles of agreement filed with the
School District clerk? (This article to be voted upon by ballot, after debate, at the
meeting.)
3. To hear the reports ofAgents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers
heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To choose Agents, Auditors, and Committees in relation to any single
subject embraced in this Warrant.
5. To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Stratham this 1 day of February, 1996.
^-Zza&e&g..
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A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
0^a&£^/*2ZL£
CERTIFICATION ON POSTING OF WARRANT
I certify that on the day of February 1996, 1 posted copies of the written
Warrant, attested by the Stratham School Board of said District, at the place of
meeting within named and a like attested copy at the Stratham Memorial School and




Personally appeared the said







Proposed articles of agreement among the school districts of
Brentwood, East Kingston, Exeter, Kensington, Newfields and
Stratham for a Grades 6 through 12 Cooperative School District.
ARTICLE 1 : The school districts of Brentwood, East Kingston,
Exeter, Kensington, Newfields, and Stratham shall convert the
Exeter AREA Authorized Regional Enrollment Area to a Cooperative
School District and create a Cooperative School District pursuant
to these articles of agreement. The name of the Cooperative
School District will be determined by the newly elected
Cooperative School Board.
ARTICLE 2 : The Cooperative School District shall be
responsible for Grades 6, 7, 8, 9,. 10, 11, and 12.
ARTICLE -3 : The Cooperative School Board shall consist of
nine (9) members, with each position on the Board having a
residency requirement as set forth below. The initial term of
each Board position shall be as set forth below. After the
initial term, each position shall have a three (3) year term. If
during his or her term a Board member changes his or her place of
residency to a municipality other than that prescribed for his or
her position, the position shall thereupon be considered vacant,
the vacancy to be filled as provided by law for school board
vacancies. All Board members shall be elected by the voters "at
large" . All the initial Cooperative School Board members shall
be elected at the Cooperative School District organizational
meeting. After the initial term, voting for Cooperative School
Board members, who shall continue to be elected at large, shall
be by the voters of each town at the elections held for town
officers. The initial terms of the Board members elected at the













5 Exeter 1997 (1 year)
6 Kensington 1998 (2 years)
7 Newfields 1997 (1 year)
8 Stratham 1999 (3 years)
9 Stratham 1997 (1 year)
The members of the Cooperative School Board shall assume
office at the close of the organizational meeting and thereafter
at the close of the annual meeting.
All members of the Cooperative School Board shall be elected
by the use of the non-partisan ballot system under RSA 671.
ARTICLE -• 4 : The Exeter School District shall sell and the
Cooperative School District shall purchase the current Exeter
AREA High School and the Exeter AREA Junior High School including
67.2 acres, the buildings thereon, and all furnishings and
equipment, as provided under the provisions of RSA 195:9, for a
price of TWELVE MILLION EIGHT HUNDRED SIXTY THOUSAND
($12,860,000.00) DOLLARS, to be paid as follows: assumption of
the debt owed to State Street Bank & Trust Company, as Trustee,
as of the date of operating responsibility; and the balance in
ten (10) equal annual installments beginning on September 1,
1997.
ARTICLE 5 : These articles and the continued existence of
the Cooperative School District are dependent upon the
Cooperative School District, at a meeting to be held on or before
March 31, 1997, voting: to renovate and construct an addition or
additions to the existing Exeter AREA High School and/or Exeter
AREA Junior High School or construct new school buildings so that
the gross floor area of the Cooperative School District buildings
is not less than 400,000 square feet; and to issue bonds
necessary to finance that construction. If those votes are not
passed by the Cooperative School District on or before March 31,
1997, this plan to convert to and create a Cooperative School
District shall terminate and the Cooperative School District
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shall dissolve and the member districts shall revert to the
Exeter AREA Authorized Regional Enrollment Area.
ARTICLE 6 : Each district's percentage of the capital and
operating expenses of the Cooperative School District, payable in
each fiscal year, shall be the average of: (x) the district's
percentage of the average daily membership during the second
preceding year; and (y) the district's percentage of total
enrollment as of October 1 of the preceding year, both of which
as determined by the State Department of Education. For example,
an individual district's percentage for the 1999-2000 fiscal year
shall be computed as follows:
The district's percentage The district's percentage
of average daily membership + of total enrollment as of
during the 1997-1998 school year October 1, 1998
ARTICLE 7 : A schedule of monthly payments based on the
method of apportionment of operating and capital expenses shall
be established and revised as necessary by the Cooperative School
Board of the Cooperative School District.
ARTICLE 8 : After the date of operating responsibility, the
state aid to which each district would be entitled for Grades 6
through 12 if it were not part of the Cooperative School District
shall be paid to the Cooperative School District and credited to
such district's share of the total operating budget.
The state building aid which may be available to the
Cooperative School District shall be applied to reduce the
capital expenditure prior to the apportionment of costs under the
provisions of Article 6. In addition, the Exeter School District
shall pay to the Cooperative School District the remaining state
building aid payment (s) relating to the Exeter AREA High School
science lab project.
ARTICLE 9 : The Cooperative School District shall provide
pupil transportation for all students of the Cooperative School
District as required by law (RSA 189:6-9-a), and otherwise as
determined by the Cooperative School District Board.
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ARTICLE 10 : These articles of agreement may be amended by
the Cooperative School District, consistent with the provisions
of RSA 195:18 111(1), except that no amendment shall be
effective, unless the question of adopting such amendment is
submitted at a Cooperative School District meeting to the voters
of the Cooperative School District after reasonable opportunity
for debate in open meetings, and unless a majority of the voters
of the Cooperative School District who are present and voting
shall vote in favor of adopting such amendment. Furthermore, no
amendment of these articles shall be considered except at an
annual or special meeting of the Cooperative School District and
unless the text of such amendment is included in an appropriate
article in the warrant for such a meeting.
The Cooperative School Board shall hold a public
hearing concerning the adoption of any amendment to these
articles of agreement at least ten (10) days before such annual
or special meeting and shall cause notice of such hearing and the
text of the proposed amendment to be published in a newspaper
having a general circulation in the district at least fourteen
(14) days before such hearing.
ARTICLE 11 : For the 1997-1998 school year exclusively, the
Cooperative School District will offer employment, on such terms
as the Cooperative School Board shall determine, to teachers
teaching in Grades 6 through 12 of the pre-existing districts as
of the date of operating responsibility, except that, (1) the
Cooperative School District will not employ more teachers than
the number of teaching positions established in the Cooperative
School District and (2) the Cooperative School District will not
be obligated to employ more teachers from a pre-existing school
district than the number necessary to teach the number of
students attending from that pre-existing district at the class
size determined by the Cooperative School Board, and (3) if the
Cooperative School Board determines that the Cooperative School
District requires more teachers than those teaching in Grades 6
through 12 of the pre-existing districts, the Cooperative School
Board may employ additional teachers, and (4) if no certified
teacher teaching in Grades 6 through 12 of the pre-existing
districts accepts a particular position at the Cooperative School
District on the terms offered by the Cooperative School Board,
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the Cooperative School Board may offer that particular position
to a teacher who was not employed in the pre-existing districts.
ARTICLE 12 . The date of operating responsibility of the
Cooperative School District will be July 1, 1997. On the date of
operating responsibility, tuition payments under the Exeter AREA
Authorized Regional Enrollment Agreement shall terminate, subject
to any debits and credits to be computed for the fiscal years
ending June 30, 1996, and June 30, 1997.
C : \COMMON\SGH\ESD\C0OP\ART07AGH . WPD
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THESE ARTICLES ARE SIGNED AND APPROVED BY A MAJORITY OF THE
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1994 TO JUNE 30, 1995
STRATHAM SCHOOL DISTRICT
GENERAL FUND
CASH ON HAND JULY 1. 1994
RECEIVED FROM SELECTMEN:
CURRENT APPROPRIATION
RECEIVED FROM STATE SOURCES
RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
RECEIVED FROM TUITIONS
RECEIVED FROM ALL OTHER SOURCES
INTEREST EARNED
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR











BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1995 $258,933.39
DATE: JULY 24, 1995 PAULA K. CUSHMAN
SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1994 TO JUNE 30, 1995
STRATHAM SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUILDING FUND
CASH ON HAND JULY 1, 1994
RECEIVED FROM SELECTMEN:
CURRENT APPROPRIATION
RECEIVED FROM STATE SOURCES
RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
RECEIVED FROM TUITIONS




TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID
LESS TRANSFER TO GENERAL FUND












For the Year Ended June 30. 1995
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Giordani Lortie &£ Carignan, Prof. Assn.
Certified PubCic Accountants
Brian P. Lortie, CPA
Members: American Institute- CPAs, NH Society- CPAs, Don^ Qawncm. CPA
AICPA- Private Companies Practice Section Joseph]. Giordani, CPA, Retiraf
Stratham School Board
Stratham School District
Stratham, New Hanpshire 03885
To the School Board:
We have audited the financial statements of Stratham School District for
the year ended June 30, 1995, and have issued our report thereon dated
September 25, 1995. As a part of cur audit, we reviewed and tested the
School District's system of internal accounting control to the extent we
considered necessary to evaluate the system as required by generally
accepted auditing standards. Under these standards the purpose of such
evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance thereon in determining the
nature, timing and extent of other auditing procedures that are necessary
for expressing an opinion en the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable but
not absolute assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and the reliability of financial records
for preparing financial statements and maintaining accountability for
assets. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of a
system of internal accounting control should not exceed the benefits
derived and also recognizes that the evaluation of these factors
necessarily requires estimates and judgments by those managing the Stratham
School District affairs.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the
potential effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In
the performance of most control procedures, errors can result frcm
misunderstanding of instructions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness, or
any other of several factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness
depends upon segregation of duties can be circumvented intentionally by
those managing the Stratham School District affairs with respect to the
estimates and judgments required in the preparation of financial
statements
.
Further projection of any evaluation of internal accounting control to
future periods is subject to the risk that the procedures may became
inadequate because of changes in conditions and that the degree of
compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
CXir study and evaluation of the Stratham School District system of internal
accounting control for the year ended June 30, 1995, which was made for the
purpose set forth in the first paragraph above, would not necessarily
disclose all weaknesses in the system. However, such study and evaluation




Internal Accounting Control Recommendations
?or the Year Krtf(*c\ .TiTne 30, 1995
FRSVTOUS REOJ^ENClAriCKS
Property and Equipment (School Board, District Office)
The School District does not maintain records of general fixed assets as a
matter of policy. Such assets would consist of such items as: land,
buildings, furniture and fixtures, equipment, vehicles, etc. The recording
of fixed assets fulfills the stewardship needs to provide for physical and
dollar value control, and establishes accountability for capital
expenditures over the years.
With the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could be
determined en an annual basis for the purpose of measuring total costs of
the School District's services and evaluating the efficiency of programs .
This would be particularly true with the food service fund.
We feel very strongly that the institution of the above outlined procedures
will lead to more reliable and responsible financial reporting. With
government funding being as it is, we know how important reliable financial
reporting can be.
We would like to thank everyone involved with the audit for their help and
cooperation.
If you have any questions regarding the audit or if we may be of further
assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Very truly yours,
GIORDANI, LORTTE, & CARIQ4AN, /PROF.' ASSN.
Certified Public Accountants
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TRANS. FROM FOOD SERVICE


















TOTAL RECEIPTS 403,874.12 388,736.00 238,448.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 6,501,168.00 6,824,081.00 7,495,422.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION VOTED OR











Bamford, Mary 20%x $7,003.80
Baron, Marcia $27,912.00
Bowen-lrish, Tere 50%x $19,846.50
Brown, Lisa $26,839.00
Bruning, Joel $33,799.00
Caporello, Laurie 60%x $26,789.40

















Hadfield, Karen 55%x $16,877.85
Harmon, Toby 20%x $4,215.15




Hyde, Tracey $26,891 .00





Malo, Judy 60%x $26,789.40
Miller, Suzette $39,693.00
Morrison, Linda $35,455.00
Myatt, Carol 50%x $12,195.00
Nelson, Paul $39,693.00






Real, Mary Beth 50%x $22,324.50
Robinson, Patricia $35,019.00
Schultz, Patricia $24,625.00
Spencer, Frank 80%x $34,050.40
Stevens, Gail $44,649.00
Stringham, Carol 80%x $31,754.40
Tuveson, Carol $35,151.00










































Assistant to the Superintendent
Human Resources Manager
In 1995-96, SAU 16 welcomed our new Assistant Superintendent,
Barbara Lobdell, the former Principal of the East Kingston Elementary
School. Also welcomed were two new principals, Sheril Polisner at
Newfields Elementary School and Anne Goodman at East Kingston
Elementary School, a new Assistant Principal at Lincoln and Main Street
Schools, Richard Flagg, a new Assistant to the Principal at EAJHS, John
LeSage, and a new Assistant Principal at Stratham Memorial School, Tom
Fosher.
Kensington voters approved public kindergarten commencing in
September, 1995, and Brentwood voters approved a tuition based
kindergarten program.
In March, 1996 Newfields voters will be asked to reconsider a
building project to serve the growing elementary school population.
The school enrollments in SAU 16 schools continue to increase to an
extent that facility planning is a need in all districts. The situation
which is most acute is at the Exeter AREA Junior High School and soon at
Exeter AREA High School.
There is study and discussion regarding the creation of a cooperative
school district for grades 6-12. There has been a hearing regarding this
matter, and there are articles on the warrants of each of the towns in the
AREA Agreement to vote on the establishment of such a cooperative school
district. The proposed Articles of Agreement are included elsewhere in
this annual report for your study.
During the 1996-97 year there will be significant school board
activity involving the hiring of replacements for the current SAU 16
Superintendent and Exeter AREA High School Principal.
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This past year has been a busy one for the Stratham School Board. The Board hired a new Assistant
Principal for the Stratham Memorial School in June. Mr. Thomas Fosher replaces the acting assistant
principal, Dr. Sinabaldi, who retired. All of us thank Dr. Sinabaldi for his help and wish him well in his
retirement.
During the summer, the School Board adopted a Communication Policy which we hope will further
improve our ability to communicate with the community.
As the school year began in September, we adopted a Character and Citizenship Curriculum at SMS.
Again, the School Board would like to thank everyone involved in the development of this curriculum for our
students. At times it tested everyone's resolve but we all can be proud of the final product.
The School Board for the past year has also been grappling with the overcrowding at the secondary
schools in Exeter. This Board has held numerous meetings with representatives of the other communities in
the SAU to develop plans to address this situation. We have tried to keep Stratham residents informed by
holding informational meetings during the year. As a result of these meetings there will be a Warrant Article
at the School District Meeting to join with other SAU 16 towns to form a Cooperative School District for grades
6- 1 2. It is very important for Stratham residents to realize that whatever decisions are made will have long
term ramifications, both educationally and financially, on our community.
The SAU will also undertake the search for a new superintendent, as Mr. Clancy will be retiring in
1 997 after many years of service to the SAU.
In regards to the 1 995-96 school budget, the School Board does not anticipate a surplus. In fact we
may face a deficit of approximately $8,000.00. The Board has already instituted a spending freeze. Since
there are still a number of months left in this present fiscal budget year we hope we will not have to ask the
community for any funds.
Next year's School District Budget Warrant Article will show an increase. The majority of this
increase is due to Stratham sending more students to the Exeter AREA junior and senior high schools. This
should not come as a surprise to anyone who has witnessed Stratham's growth over the past 1 years. This
trend will also continue for the foreseeable future. The other areas where there are noticeable increases are
teacher salaries, due to negotiated pay increases, special education and resurfacing of the side parking lot.
The Board encourages all residents to attend our monthly board meetings and to contact any one of us,
with concerns or suggestions.
On a final note, the Board would like to congratulate Dr. Hiltz and the SMS staff for being named as one
of five elementary schools in the State of New Hampshire to be considered for the EDIES (Excellence In
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We are pleased to introduce our new Assistant Principal, Tom Fosher. First grade
teacher, Patti Schulz, was also hired. We welcome them both and are glad to have them on
staff.
In August, a Project Read workshop was presented to SMS staff. This was offered to
parallel the revision of the SMS spelling curriculum, and was well attended by staff.
The Character and Citizenship curriculum was formalized and approved by the School
Board in September. Copies are available at the school for anyone's review.
Technology is well under way, and grades 4 - 6 have new computers and printers. The
entire school is networked and all students access the lab on a regular basis. After-school
computer instruction is currently offered to 6th graders, with plans for further offerings being
explored.
The current report card system has been in effect for 5 years and is being examined.
We are looking to revise and improve our methods of reporting student progress to parents.
This year saw the first theater production by 5th and 6th graders. The play was entitled
"Bang Goes Christmas!" and it was a great success. We are looking forward to further
productions with this young theater group.
In conjunction with PTO and STA, we were able to sponsor the Little Theater of the Deaf
at SMS. This is a nationally acclaimed touring company, and they did a phenomenal
presentation. The audience was spellbound as they performed - through speech and action.
Stratham Memorial School has again been recognized as a Blue Ribbon School. This
means we have logged well over 6000 hours of volunteer time. Many thanks to everyone for all
the hours you contribute to help making SMS a wonderful place to grow and leam. Special
thanks to Marcell Botticello for being our volunteer co-ordinator, who has also put in many hours
to help us receive this recognition.
This year Stratham Memorial School has been selected as a finalist for the "Excellence
in Education" award. This annual competitive award is designed to identify one elementary,
middle, and high school that for any given year will become a symbolic representation of the
many excellent schools in New Hampshire. SMS is honored to be one of the 15 schools
selected to be eligible for this award.
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Carmen L. Young, M. Ed. January 31, 1996
Special Education Director
Special Education Report
Special Education services for the Stratham School District are provided according to The
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) which mandates free, appropriate public
education for students with disabilities. The law entitles students to receive an evaluation if they
are suspected of having an educational disability and to determine their eligibility for special
education and related services. An Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) is written by a team for
each student and placement in the least restrictive environment is determined. These sendees are
provided by a team of certified professionals and qualified examiners who make up the Special
Education/ Evaluation Placement Team. School districts are required to provide these services for
children from the ages of 3 to 2 1
.
The Stratham Preschool Program is based on a regular preschool model and provides education
and related services to children with more intensive theraputic needs. A child may be placed at a
private preschool or childcare center in the area if it is determined to be the least restrictive
environment. Preschool services at Stratham allow for smooth transition to Kindergarten. We
project 17-18 three and four year old children in need of services in September. This is an increase
from previous years. We anticipate continuing the lottery system to members of the community on
a tuition basis. Childfind activities for children from 0-5 are the responsibility of the preschool
program.
We must consider the extent of the child's participation in the regular environment each time a
decision is made for placement. We strive to include children with disabilities in the regular
school setting. At the present time all elementary students attend school in Stratham. Special
education, related services and modifications are carried out according to the IEP.
We are projecting 90 students in the elementary program ( K-6), 25 at the Junior High (7-8) and
38 at the High School. Students who are referred are not always found eligible for services.
Students currently eligible must be re-evaluated every three years and may be discharged. Some
services are provided in a special school or program outside the district. The district utilizes the
SAU services of a Home School Coordinator when this occurs so that there is monitoring of these
placements. Students currently receiving services outside the district are at the secondary level.
In closing, we continue to assess our model of delivering services. Methods of collaborative
consultation, team teaching, and use of a continuum of placements are utilized to support children
and each other. Pre-service and in-service training are also an important part of our program. We
can learn from each other to incorporate strategies for all students.
Respectfully Submitted,
Carmen L. Young U
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SAL! 1 6 CALENDAR 1996-1997
Approved 12-12-95
Amended 1-1 1 -96
Total Student Days 180
AUG./SEPT.
[26]
1996 Student Days - 22
[27] 28 29 XXX
LABOR 3 4 LO 6
9 10 1 1 12 13
16 17 18 19 20
23/30 24 25 26 27
[Aug.26] Exeter Teachers Report
[Aug.27] SAU 1 6 Teacher Meeting
Aug. 28 FIRST DAY STUDENTS
Aug. 30 NO SCHOOL
SEPT.2 LABOR DAY - NO SCHOOL













Feb. 24-28 Winter Vacation
OCTOBER 1996
1
Student Days - 22
2 3 4
7 8 9 10 T.CNVTN
14 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 24 25
28 29 30 31





Student Days - 20
5 6 7
10 11 12 13 14
17 18 19 20 In-Service
24 25 26 27 28
31









VETS 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22
25 26 27* --Thanksgiving—
Nov. 11 Veteran s Day Celebration-No School
*Nov.27 4 hour day























Student Days - 15
4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13
16 17 18 19 20
HOLIDAY HOLIDAY CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY HOLIDAY
HOLIDAY HOLIDAY
Dec. 23 - . an . 1 Holiday Vacation
MAY 1997 Student Days - 21
1 2
5 6 7 8 9
12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23
MEM DAY 27 28 29 30

























NEW YEARS DAY - NO SCHOOL
Civil Rights Day - No School
SAU Inservice Day For Teachers Only
JUNE 1997
2
Student Days - 10
3 4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13*
16 17 18 19 20
23 24 25 26 27
30
June 6 EAHS Graduation
June 13 - Last day(students)if no <:ancellations
— One additional day for Exeter teachers —
June 16-30 Snow make-up days if necessary
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STRATHAM SCHOOL SPECIAL DISTRICT MEETING
March 10, 1995
The Meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Douglas Scamman, at 7:05 P.M.
The Moderator introduced the Junior Girl Scout Troop 166 who led us in the pledge to
allegiance to the flag.
The Moderator asked Rev. J. J. Bodine to give the invocation.
The Moderator explained that he would not read the whole warrant but would read the
articles as they came up for a vote. He stated that he doesn't take a motion to lay an article on the
table.
Article I . To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for payment of salaries of School District officials- and agents, and for the
payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
Lucy Smith moved to see if the School District would vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $7,212,817.00 for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of School District
officials and agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District. It was
seconded by Ed Gronbeck.
The Moderator yield to Lucy Smith. Ms. Smith asked that the budget committee stand
and be recognized and thanked them for the time that they put in as a committee.
She explained that the budget called for a 3.7% increased mentioning areas as an
additional bus, increasing art and music an additional day, 2.5% raise for teacher salaries, and
increased costs at the junior and senior high as some of the reasons for the increase in the budget.
The Moderator yield to John Sapienza who suggested that there be a line item in the
budget for a capital improvement fund which would be available for future school expansion.
Gordon Baily spoke in opposition to that idea.
Ms. Smith continued to introduce board members, administrators and teachers.
Janet Prior, Chairman of the Budget Committee, made a statement on the work and
research done for this year's budget.
The Moderator thanked the members of the committee.
The Moderator yield to Lauren Shur who spoke in favor of the capital improvement fund
and wanted to make a motion.
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The Moderator suggested she make the motion when the meeting got to new business.
It was passed by a voice vote.
Article II . To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers heretofore
chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
The Moderator recognized Ms. Smith who listed the accomplishments of the new five
member board during the last year. She mentioned the passage of the teacher contracts,
establishing a working dialogue between the school and parents. She felt there needed to be
improvement in the areas of spelling and grammar. She cited the accomplishments of the
Technology Committee, Character & Citizenship Committee, the continuing search for a new
high school principle and assistant principle for the elementary school. She felt there was a need
to better track the junior and senior high school students. She also mentioned that the board
meets twice a month.
The Moderator recognized Aiden Barry. He introduced his Character & Citizenship
Committee of 25 members which were all volunteers. He and Carol Landau gave a report of the
committee and what the purpose would be. They had solicited opinions from the community and
received 51 back with 49 speaking in favor of their efforts.
The Moderator recognized Betty Batchelder. She explained that she was representing a
Minority Committee and issued a statement that gave recommendations one of which the
Character & Citizenship Committee be dissolved.
The Moderator recognized Robert O'Sullivan who asked why the Minority Committee
viewed the Character & Citizenship Committee as an attempt to confront the teachers.
Mrs. Batchelder stated that putting this in as a warrant article last year was viewed as a
confrontation with the teachers.
The Moderator recognized Midori Barry who spoke in favor of the committee.
The Moderator recognized John Muller who commented on Mrs. Batchelder's report. He
stated that the confrontation was not the purpose of the Committee. He further added that he
doesn't believe that the committee's work is done.
The Moderator recognized Steve Woods. He asked when the Board will take action on
whether to implemented curriculum.
Ms. Smith stated that the Board will meet in April to receive the report and give an
answer by May 15.
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The Moderator stated that this is up to the School Board how they want to proceed with
the recommendations from the Character & Citizenship Committee.
The Moderator recognized Ernie Smallis. As a committee member, he explained and
spoke favorably for the Character & Citizenship Committee.
The Moderator recognized Ed Gepner who made a motion to reconsider the budget. He
explained that people were leaving and since there was not much debate, he wanted a vote to
reconsider with as many people present as possible.
It was denied by a voice vote.
The Moderator recognized Bob Mitchell, Chairman of the 2000 Committee. He gave a
report and made recommendations.
The Moderator recognized Barbara Loh and Paul Wolf of the Technology Committee.
Mrs. Loh reported on the progress of updating the computer lab. She stated that the school had
received over $56,000 from businesses and people in the community. She stated that they had
achieved their goals and would be finished as a committee.
Article III . To chose Agents, Auditors, and Committees in relation to any single subject
embraced in this Warrant.
There were none to choose.
Article IV . To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.
The Moderator explained the previous request for a motion to add a line item for a capital
improvement to the budget could not be added as such. It had to appear as a warrant article for
vote.
Ms. Smith announced that Ellen Bullard would not be running for school board clerk and
the position was opened. If anyone would like to fill that position they should contact Ms.
Bullard.
The Moderator recognized Marty Wool who suggested that in the future all committee
reports be printed in the Town Report so that they wouldn't take so much time during the school
board meeting.
The Moderator recognized Jim Scamman, Jr. who had a few questions about the auditor's
report regarding bank service charges and why there wasn't an inventory of the property values.
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Paul Flynn stated that the bank service charges have already been addressed and that
there was no real benefit in undergoing this very expensive procedure.
The Moderator recognized Steve Woods who stated that by present state law, we have to
be a member of the SAU. However, there is a bill being introduced to decide by election. He
suggested that we as a community give our support to the passage of this bill.
It was moved to adjourn by John Sapienza and seconded by Ken Lanzillo.
Meeting adjourned at 9:00.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen B. Bullard, School Board Clerk
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SAU #16 BUDGET I I
BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET COST PERCENT
LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION 1994-95 I 1995-96 1996-97 INCREASE INCREASE
CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
1 ADMINISTRATORS SALARIES (2.5) 168,705 1 173,205 165,350 -7,855 -4.54%
1a SUPERINTENDENT 77,705] 79.205 80,000 795 1.00%
1b ASST. SUPERINTENDENT 65,000! 66,500 56.750 -9,750 -14.66%
1c ASST. io SUPERINTENDENT (0.5) 26,000| 27,500 28,600 1,100 4.00%
2 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER (0.5) 26,000! 27,500 28,600 1,100 4.00%
3 SECRETARY SALARIES (3.5) 75,367! 74,883 78,627 3,744 5.00%
4 SUPPLEMENTAL SALARIES (SUBS) 1,000! 1,000 1,000 0.00%
5 TREASURER + SAU BOARD MINUTES 800
1
1,500 1,500 0.00%
6 FISCAL SERVICES MANAGER(10%) 2,3101 3,541 3,650 109 3.07% :
7 PAYROLL CLERK (10%) 809! 1,768 1,860 92 5.20%
8 BLUE CROSS 40,356] 35,248 28,323 -6,925 -19.65%,
9 DENTAL INSURANCE 1,214] 655 585 -70 -10.69%
10 LIFE INSURANCE 924
j
126 660 534 423.81%
11 DISABILITY INSURANCE 1,279! 601 1,740 1,139 189.52%
12 WORKER COMPENSATION 2,922! 3,000 2,800 -200 -6.67%
13 RETIREMENT [.0326] 8,610] 8,900 9,066 166 1 .86%
14 FICA [.0765] 20,837! 22,500 21,274 -1,226 -5.45%
15 UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 326] 432 420 -12 -2.78%
16 CONFERENCES 3,000i 3.200 3,200 0.00%
17 COURSE REIMBURSEMENTS 2,000] 2,000 4,000 2,000 100.00%
18 STAFF TRAINING 200] 200 200 0.00%
19 AUDIT EXPENSE 3,300! 3,500 4,000 500 14.29%
20 LEGAL EXPENSES 3,000! 3,000 4,000 1,000 33.33%
21 RENT 21,305! 21,944 21,944 -0 -0.00%
22 ERRORS AND OMISSIONS POLICY 12,000! 11,000 11,000 0.00%
23 TELEPHONE 6,000! 5,000 6,500 1,500 30.00%
24 TRAVEL 4,320! 4,320 4,860 540 12.50%
25 SUPPLIES 14,000] 14,000 15,000 1,000 7.14%
26 POSTAGE METER 6,000! 7,500 7,000 -500 -6.67%
27 EQUIPMENT 2,500] 2,500 3,750 1,250 50.00%
28 DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS 5,000] 5,800 6,000 200 3.45%
29 CONTINGENCY 2,000] 2,000 1.500 -500 -25.00%
30 CUSTODIAL (CONTRACT SERVICE) 3.000! 3,000 2,500 -500 -16.67%
31 REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE 7.200] 7,500 7,900 400 5.33%
32 PROPERTY INSURANCE 1,500] 1,750 1,750 0.00%
33 SUPT. SEARCH / CANDIDATE EXPENSES 0] 20,000 20,000 N/A
34 GROSS SAU #16 BGT. - CENTRAL ADMIN. 447,784 ] 453,073 470,558 17,485 3.86%
35 USE of SURPLUS -30,000
]
-20,000 -20,000
36 NET SAU #16 BGT. - CENTRAL ADMIN. 417,784
]




FISCAL SERVICES BUDGET ...—....—_-—..........
37 FISCAL SERVICES MANAGER (90%) 30,753] 30,650 31,570 920 3.00%
38 PAYROLL CLERK (90%) 10,745] 15,916 16,740 824 5.18%
39 PAYROLL SERVICES 1,800] 1,800 1,400 -400 -22.22%.
40 PAYROLL SUPPLIES 1,500] 1,500 1,500 0.00%
41 BLUE CROSS (90%) 11,772] 10,294 1 1 ,520 1,226 n.91%:
42 DENTAL INSURANCE (90%) 186] 370 333 -37 -10.00%
43 LIFE INSURANCE (90%) 96] 82 126 44 54.10%'
44 WORKER COMPENSATION 497| 406 400 -6 -1.48%
45 RETIREMENT 1,380] 1,435 1,575 140 9.73%!
46 FICA 3,237] 3,498 3,696 198 5.65%:
47 UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 70] 96 95 -1 -1.04%
48 CONFERENCES ioo! 100 100 0.00%
49 INSURANCE BOND 188! 200 200 0.00%
50 TELEPHONE 1,000! 1,500 1,500 0.00%
51 REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE 2,000] 2,500 2,500 0.00%
52 GROSS FISCAL SERVICES BGT. 65,324
] 70,347 73,255 2,908 4.13%
53 USE of SURPLUS -10,000
]
-7,500 -7,500
54 NET FISCAL SERVICES BUDGET 55,324








TOWN 1994 EQUALIZED VALUATION VALUATION | # PUPILS PUPIL COMBINED DISTRICT
PERCENT | OCT. 1, '95 PERCENT PERCENT SHARE
B
i
117,614,864 8.72% | 226 4.87% 6.79% 30,600
EK 81,863,816 6.07% | 157 3.38% 4.72% 21,284
E 592,805,419 43.94%| 70.40% 57.17% 257,580
K 94,067.699 6.97% 167 3.60% 5.28% 23,807
N 79,956,055 5.93% 108 2.33% 4.13% 18,589
S 382,825,232 28.38% 717 15.44% 21.91% 98,698
================ ===== — =====
TOTAL 1,349,133,085 100.00% 4,645 100.00% 100.00% 450,558
DISTRICT COSTS 1 1996-1997 FISCAL SERVICES BUDGET
96-97
TOWN 1994 EQUALIZED VALUATION VALUATION # PUPILS PUPIL COMBINED DISTRICT
PERCENT OCT. 1, '95 PERCENT PERCENT SHARE
B 117,614,864 15.55% 224 16.31% 15.93% 10,477
EK 81,863,816 10.82% 157 11.43% 11.13% 7,318
K 94,067,699 12.44% 167 12.16% 12.30% 8,088
N 79,956,055 10.57% 108 7.87% 9.22% 6,062
S 382,825,232 50.62% 717 52.22% 51.42% 33,810
_____ -= ===== ___
TOTAL 756,327,666 100.00% 1,373 100.00% 100.00% 65,755
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The 2 town vehicles scheduled for replacement.
Recent improvements to the solid waste and recycling
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